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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose
Today’s recessions persist and may already mark a Great Stagnation
for the West. Prospects for recovery are thin, fraught with uncertainty and unlikely to arrive fast enough for many people. In the
next few years and decades, the shockwaves from the on-going cascade of economic crises will collide and resonate with the on-rush
of global challenges from:
•

Demographic pressures;

•

Resource scarcity;

•

Urbanisation in congested spaces; and,

•

Collapsing biodiversity.

It is difficult to overstate the stakes for making healthy innovation
and transformation happen. Nevertheless, the evidence for good
transformation lost cannot be dismissed or ignored. Nostalgia for
grand industrial policies or complacent faith in the hidden hand of
frictionless markets offers little but dead ends. The purpose of this
paper is therefore:
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•

 o assess how the challenges of delivering healthy transforT
mation programmes across organisations can be navigated
successfully.

The document moves beyond a cross-disciplinary literature review
but its key findings can only offer hypotheses for further exploration. Nevertheless, such exploration has to combine empiricism
and entrepreneurship; otherwise prospects for transformation
diminish further.

Resilience and Competitiveness
ISRS defines resilience as the enduring power of a body or bodies for
transformation, renewal and recovery through the flux of interactions
and flow of events. Resilience bounces forwards to thrive on change
rather than just bouncing back to a status quo ante over taken by
events. Further, the capacity for innovation fuelled by knowledge
informs learning vital to value creation and competitive advantage.
This makes resilience strategic.

Design
Addressing the aim above requires an interdisciplinary study of several interlocking fields of practice. The body of the report consists
of three chapters:
•

viii

 hapter 1 considers trends in the evidence base within
C
our current strategic context, not least shaped by ongoing economic crises.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

Chapter 2 uses the best available research to explain why
organisational learning too often fails to deliver transformation.

•

Chapter 3 considers how to overcome known organisational learning pathologies in ways fit for our evolving
circumstances.

The prospects for better enabling transformation are good but the
challenges cannot be underestimated. Making Delivery Innovation
Growth (DIG) work has to be about realism.

Key findings
Transformation is not just another market for exploiting well established consultancy skills. This is precisely what makes it a market in
which real competitive advantage is there for the taking. On these
terms, the document’s key findings are:
Chapter 1 concludes that the academic literature on innovation is
fragmented and lags the pace of change but makes no mention of
‘transformational behaviour’. It is also polarised between highly
structured data focused on developers and less structured data (e.g.
free text) about users. This pattern of evidence indicates scope for
accelerating the uptake of innovation, particularly when academia
itself remains stuck at the invention end of innovation. Fissures between academia, SMEs and Primes make the life of entrepreneurs
hard but can be overcome. Hubs and clusters for transformation are
emerging, as the advent of micro-Multinational Corporations and
Système Débrouillard perhaps evidence.
Chapter 2 concludes Drucker’s claim that knowledge is now the
primary resource (beyond land, labour and financial capital) can be
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grounded in mathematical advances defining information, which
will support fitness for transformation. This scientific grounding is
not affirmed by narrow approaches to competencies, which debase
evolutionary capabilities and render the enduring capacity for fitness in dynamic environments less tractable. Irrespective of the
harm caused, bogus growth measures reward rational but unhealthy
behaviour. All of which can better explain why organisations fail to
learn in reality.
Chapter 3 concludes that introducing the Capability Readiness
Levels (CRL) framework can help to overcome the limitations of
too narrow a view of technology and training. CRL works with
the grain of the material base and peoples’ learning competencies.
This not only enables the fitness of capabilities to evolve through
learning but also makes a greater span of capabilities composable.
It is the prospect of Real Time Instrumentation that makes composability realistic across time and tractable with the flow of time.
At no point does Chapter 3 advocate what should be done. True
to realism it states the art of the possible as hypotheses, which can
open up ways to navigate healthy transformations.

Ways forward
In addressing the challenges of healthy transformation everyone
can participate. We therefore need to consider further how we can
act on the following six items:
•

x

 nergy = In-Formation = Uncertainty. The understandE
ing of what information is, is too often confused with the
noise of data taken as certainty. People and organisations
need to treat information as unexpected change and
address risk accordingly. This is a basic point for anyone
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investing in and working on how to achieve healthy transformation.
•

 ubs and clusters. Real information invites transformaH
tion by clustering at attractive hubs. These offer vital
venues at which pluralities of knowledge catalyse work
with the evolutionary grain. They are crucibles – grounded
in diversity and selection – through which the competitive advantages achieve delivery, innovation and growth.
Confidence in their design, operation and closure needs
more empiricism and entrepreneurship.

•

 ptake of CRL. For transformation to gain traction,
U
competencies for continuous learning are indispensable,
underscoring how knowledge is now the primary resource.
It propels our learning competencies, not only determining the fitness of a capability but also the composability of
different capabilities across time. The uptake of Capability
Readiness Levels (CRL) offers a simple framework for
enabling transformation open to falsification.

•

 evelopment of RTI. Big Data does not necessarD
ily provide big information. Developing Real Time
Instrumentation (RTI) for transformation is nonetheless
feasible, as the simplicity of CRL suggests. It can make
the prospects of navigating the uncertainties of multiinnovation in dynamic eco-systems realistic for both users
and developers.

•

 e plurality of times. DIG for realism is ambitious but
Th
not idealistic. The four ways forward offered so far are
grounded in the material base, uncertainty and learning
behaviours as they evolve. How these characteristics are
expressed is not monopolised by ‘clock time’. Research is
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required into how the plurality of times in path dependent evolutionary systems works and affects actions, not
least to overthrow short-termism.
•

Leadership – Steering through uncertainty.
Transformation needs wide, deep and diverse participation. It is less about leaders prone to short-termism and
more about the ethos of leadership enabling anyone to
steer through uncertainty adding value. The combination
of empiricism and entrepreneurship defines the ethos fit
for our times. Healthy transformations and great competitiveness is the reward for such an ethos.

These six calls for action end this report but also signpost the
direction of travel for major research, education and innovation
programmes ahead. No concrete recommendations are made for
exploiting the content of this report. However, the DIG for realism
agenda does offer pragmatic items for further action in order to
promote confidence in achieving healthy transformations. It does
so with due regard to the urgency of the challenges we all face.
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INTRODUCTION
The Challenges of Transformation

Preamble
1.
Today’s Great Recession persists and may already be a
Great Stagnation.1 Prospects for recovery are thin, fraught with
uncertainty and unlikely to arrive fast enough for many people
around the world. The indicators for the downturn were indisputable by early 2007. Warnings about the collapse of the megabubble produced by unhealthy financial innovation were given
well in advance but largely ignored. Why these warnings were
ignored gives reason to be cautious about the prospects for healthy
transformation. Rational behaviour can be quite perverse and anticompetitive; the singular pursuit of financial yield makes that clear.

1.

Cowan, T (2011) The Great Stagnation: How
America Ate All The Low-Hanging Fruit of Modern
History Got Sick, and Will (Eventually) Feel Better.
This may be as much of a Eurozone as a US issue
and therefore it is definitely one for the whole
world-economy, irrespective of emerging market
growth.

2.

Haldane, A, May, R (2011) Systemic Risk in Banking
Ecosystems. Nature Vol. 469, pp. 151 – 155

2.
Instead of navigating the ensuing economic crises with
the necessary competencies in healthy transformation, peoples’
confidence in would-be leaders and experts continues to deteriorate. Nostalgia for grand industrial policies or complacent faith in
the hidden hand of frictionless markets offers little but dead ends.
Orthodox approaches seem only to pile up evidence of their unfitness and how prone to catastrophic failure we all remain. Being
overtaken by events is always disconcerting. Transformation is happening but it is not necessarily healthy. In a network world, prone
to contagion, there is every reason to be more concerned about the
dangers.2
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3.
Nevertheless, healthy transformation could not be more
of an imperative. Reviving mass-production and mass-consumption however – particularly if disguised with mass-customisation –
is only a narrow, feeble and precarious escape route from the Great
Recession. Currency devaluation and export led recoveries are plausible for one economy at a time but the same policy is drained of its
partial efficacy if spread over so many economies tackling structural
imbalances at once. Prospects are not much improved by economies
in surplus spurring their own consumption rather than sustaining
their growth by exporting more to those with deficits and debts.
The competitiveness necessary for transformation is eroded on all
fronts.
4.
Shockwaves from the on-going economic crises will fast
concatenate with oncoming global challenges. Demographic pressures, resource scarcity, urbanisation and collapsing biodiversity
have immediate bearing on how healthy transformation does or
does not take hold.3 If Malthusianism is not to triumph, our capacity to innovate has to be our saving grace born of competitiveness.
In short, it is difficult to overstate the stakes for healthy innovation
and transformation but that imperative does not mean humans will
learn. Transformation requires evidence of Delivery, Innovation
and Growth (DIG) really happening.

Purpose
5.
From the outset, this report puts the need for transformation in the starkest terms. That starkness may seem ‘grand strategic’
but it is what bodies really do and how they learn in everyday ways
that makes the challenges ahead most daunting. This report is
grounded in what transformation really means for, and does with,
diverse people. Even with the stakes so high there is nothing inevitable about greater learning leading to healthier outcomes through
transformation. The evidence of good transformation lost cannot be
dismissed or ignored. The purpose of this paper is therefore:

2

3.

Rees, M Rees, M (2004). Our Final Century: Will
the Human Race Survive the 21st Century. Arrow
Books Ltd

INTRODUCTION
•

 o assess how the challenges of delivering healthy transforT
mation programmes across organisations can be navigated
successfully.

6.
Contriving a well-defined problem to which there is a
neat solution will not fulfil such a purpose. This paper moves well
beyond a trans-disciplinary academic literature review but its key
findings can only offer hypotheses for further exploration. This
is not to promote growth in academic studies. It affirms that the
business of enabling transformation has to be exploratory itself.
Transformation is not just another market for exploiting well established consultancy skills. This is precisely what makes it a market in
which real competitive advantage is there for the taking.

Genealogy: Conceptual bounds and Assumptions
7.
Combining the words resilience and crises produces the
powerful concept of Resilience to Crises (R2C), which is core to
ISRS’ work. Resilience is the enduring power of a body or bodies for
transformation, renewal and recovery through the flux of interactions
and flow of events. Resilience bounces forwards to thrive on change
rather than just bouncing back to a status quo ante over taken by
events.4 ISRS adheres to the simple dictionary definition of crises as
decisive moments, turning points for better or worse. Crises are everyday and epic but not to be confused or conflated with catastrophes.
The key measures of R2C are competencies with coherent decisive
actions (not just decision-taking) and the capacity for innovation all
beset by uncertainty rather than tame risks. In sum: R2C is about
doing and learning with transformation a leading characteristic.
4.

The ISRS is advancing a new definition of resilience
with standards bodies and a major reference text.
Updates are available at http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ISRS.

8.
In some ways the market for enabling transformation has
been anticipated for a few decades. For the purposes of this document, we adhere to the definition of innovation as an idea, practice,
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or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other units of
development and adoption.5 It follows that entrepreneurship is the
behaviour that leads bodies through innovation. Inasmuch as the
father of creative destruction in economics and stalwart of entrepreneurship, Joseph Schumpeter, became increasingly concerned that
firms would kill off entrepreneurs,6 by the 1990s, Peter Drucker
could already clearly sense how entrepreneurship would revive as
the prevailing modes of production shifted in favour of knowledge
workers.7 Service economies may have been something of a false
dawn, though.
9.
Between Schumpeter and Drucker, the national security
community of the US (and to a lesser extent the UK) invested a
great deal of research into the uptake of innovation and transformation. This work drew less on orthodox economics (Keynesian
or Neo-Classical) or intelligence analysis than might be supposed.
It achieved far more realistic assessments of the healthiness of
competitive advantages among various bodies (states, firms, societies, universities, academics, leaders etc) based in no small part
on Schumpeterian economics. Overall, this multi-disciplinary
approach is known as Net Assessment.
10.
The conceptual underpinnings for Net Assessment are
not trumpeted but are publicly funded research and accessible.
Diagram 1 (below) illustrates how transformation is at the hub
of Net Assessment. Specifically, behavioural economics,8 organisational theory9 and evolutionary economics10 owe a great deal to
the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment,11 as do the best of US
business schools (e.g. Stanford, Wharton and Harvard). This legacy
has much to offer current concerns with making transformation
happen.12 However, it would be unwise to assume that the legacy
can either provide a template or stretch to the current era without
itself evolving.

4

5.

Wang, P (2009) An Integrative Framework for
Understanding the Innovation Ecosystem

6.

Schumpeter, J (1942) Capitalism, Socialism and
Democracy

7.

Drucker, P (2001). The Next Society. The Economist
Special Report

8.

Kahmann and Tversky (1979). Prospect Theory: An
Analysis of Decision under Risk.

9.

Winter, SG (2000) The Satisficing Principle in
Capability Learning

10. Winter, SG (2003) Understanding Dynamic
Capabilities
11. The constituting legal authority for the Department
of Defense specifies that the Comprehensive Net
Assessment is produced annually, see, “US Secretary
of Defense,” US Code, (Title 31, Subtitle II, Chapter
11, Section 113, (i), 1; Washington, DC: US House
of Representatives, 2008), available at http://www.
law.cornell.edu/uscode/10/usc_sec_10_00000113---000-.html accessed 21st Oct ‘11.
12. The word transformation has a variety of uses
in current discourse relevant to this document.
Superficially, it may seem that the discourse of
business transformation is overriding but that is
inaccurate. Here, the links between maths, computing and natural sciences are all drawn upon.
For example, combinatorial transformations in
maths inform the issue of composable capabilities
and data transformations move from statistical
smoothing to the metadata that enables data to
move between formats to enhance the discovery
of information. However, it is the life sciences in
which shape changing links codes with metamorphosis in the most profound evolutionary ways.
Business fitness has much to learn from a variety
of discourses based in maths, computing and natural sciences.
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11.
Using the conceptual bounds outlined in Diagram 1, this
paper will lay open to falsification assumptions and evidence13 from
multiple disciplines in order to better navigate the evolving challenges of transformation. No evidence base is ever complete, which
is why great emphasis is placed on making assumptions explicit and
laying the concepts and data used open to falsification. This paper
will also be clear about gaps in the evidence-base and / or between
fields of knowledge. For example, “transformational behaviour”
has no standing in the academic literature. Likewise, the words
innovation, transformation and technology have a tendency to be
conflated and confused in both academic and wider discourse. This
paper will offer clarity on the usefulness of each term and how they
relate.

13. Popper, K (1959) The Logic of Scientific Discovery,
Basic Books: New York, NY.
14. Throughout this document competencies are taken
to be evolutionary. Therefore, it is insufficient
to consider fitness just in terms of performance
against static needs. Requirements change in
dynamic environments. Fitness cannot be conflated
entirely with trained behaviours. Instead, education becomes vital in order to enable learning that
enhances fitness for evolving realities.

12.
In particular, it has taken some time for economists and
business scholars to realise that productivity gains in recent decades
were not due to technology per se. Instead, the disruptiveness
attributed to technology came to include the competencies14 of people and organisations, and how they interact. Together, technology
and competencies constitute capabilities. These evolve through
innovation but together determine the degree of disruptiveness that
ensues. The capacity for healthy innovation is a powerful measure
of any body’s resilience. Innovations – disruptive and incremental
– are no longer rare or infrequent happenings. Here we assume that
it is multi-innovation that amounts to transformation. Moreover,
competencies (i.e. learning behaviours) are therefore vital to making transformation happen, healthy or otherwise. The strategic
context makes the drive for multi-innovation or transformation
imperative.
13.
In the wake of the Oil Crises of the early 1970s, the Club
of Rome revived Malthusian thinking on the limits of growth.
Overall, this paper will contest any default into Malthusianism,
despite the challenges ahead. Innovation over the last 40 years,
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Diagram 1
A pivot for transformation research

Behaviour
• Behavioural Economics
• Neurosciences
• Learning

T=Transformation

T
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Organisation(s)

Environments

• Networks
• Hierarchies
• Firms
• States

• Evolutionary Economics
• Externalities
• Biodiversity
• Cyberspace

INTRODUCTION
underpinned in great part by the uptake of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT), has sustained hitherto unimaginable growth.15 How growth through innovation is enhanced
and sustained going forward cannot be taken for granted. The
necessary drive for learning will have to overcome many barriers
across evolving bodies of all sizes and shapes (e.g. networks and
hierarchies) as these interact, grow and decay. Although the “limits
of growth” thesis is contested, nothing is assumed about the gracefulness of evolutionary dynamics. Progress, growth, development
and transformation are not necessarily well related.

Design
14.
This report’s form and flow of reasoning is kept as simple
as practicable to meet its requirements. It is a complex interdisciplinary study of several interlocking fields of practice at a historic turning point of nested and cascading crises. Simplistic answers would
be deceptive. The body of the report consists of three chapters:

15. Solow, H (1956) A Contribution to The Theory of
Economic Growth. What constitutes growth can
be disputed, particularly in regards to capabilities
(which are discussed in detail below). However,
contesting what growth in terms of capabilities will
not be considered exclusively under the Capabilities
Approach, see, for example, Sen, A (1993) Capability
and Well-Being.

•

 hapter 1 considers trends in the evidence base within
C
our current strategic context, not least shaped by on-going
economic crises.

•

 hapter 2 uses the best available research to explain why
C
organisational learning too often fails to deliver transformation through DIG.

•

 hapter 3 considers how to overcome known organisaC
tional learning pathologies in ways fit for our evolving
circumstances.

15.
The paper concludes by offering ways forward that can
foster an ethos for healthy transformation through empiricism
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and entrepreneurship working in concert. The prospects for better enabling transformation are good but the challenges cannot be
underestimated. In particular, any consultancy seeking competitive
advantage in such fields will need to bring innovative practices to
their own business, if they are to be of enduring value to their clients.

8
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CHAPTER ONE
Context and Trends in the Evidence Base

Strategic Context: Epochal crises in capitalism
16.
Sentiment matters; how we feel affects how we act
and learn. Talking down the economy is as unhelpful rhetoric
as errors in handling data, particularly if beguiled by the precision of extrapolating misleading trends. Bubbles rise and fall
revealing the complex relations between people’s manias16 and
their unbounded rationality17 with data streams. The UK is on
the threshold of the fifth year since the financial sector’s megabubble burst. In part, experience of the 1970s has stood the
UK in good stead. Average maturities on UK national debt are
longer than many other sovereign bodies. This buys time to ride
out the Great Recession. Nor is the UK as closely entangled in
the economic contradictions of the Eurozone, albeit our nearest
neighbours and trading partners are.
16. See, Kindleberger, CP (2000) Manias, Panics and
Crashes: A History of Financial Crises.
17. The work of Herb Simon underpins behavioural
economics. His concept of “bounded rationality”
serves to keep in perspective the limits of what
rationality can be presumed in reality. See, Simon,
HA (1957). Models of Man Social and Rational.
Mathematical essays of Rational Human Behaviour
in Society Setting.

17.
Nonetheless, unemployment has reached a 17 year high
in the UK. With well over a third of that total made up of unemployed young people (16 – 24 year olds), including increasing numbers of graduates. The scar of unemployment will haunt another
generation or two, even if a double dip recession is technically
avoided. For the US the political costs of protracted unemployment
are worse than for the UK. Yet growth cannot be predicated upon a
revival of business as usual, whether private or public sector led (pro
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or counter-cyclical). Innovation is vital; doing things differently is
the essence of competitive advantage.18 This turns the chronic challenge of innovation for incumbent organisations and firms acute.
Such challenges then easily turn from acute to existential. It is now
not only an urgent matter for firms but once “developed” nations
too.
18.
Innovation needs finance. As the “too big and too connected to fail” or “too big to save” debate swings back and forth
between financial service firms (i.e. not just banks but insurers etc)
and sovereign states, liquidity for innovation and growth has dried
up. Deleveraging of pre-crisis debt has hardly begun. Capital adequacy requirements are rising. Confidence in assessing the credit
risks of enterprises in these circumstances is severely dampened.
With flows in financial capital so disrupted and likely to remain
so for a crucial period of time, other complementary ways for
catalysing innovation need to be found. Political risk now saturates
economic and financial risks and vice versa. Before considering how
catalysing innovation can ease liquidity, it is important to underscore just how profound and severe the stakes are.
19.
Financial recessions are deceptive. Their impact on the
real economy and real lives is delayed. Comparisons with Japan’s
lost decade make it seem bad but not so bad. Greater attention
to the almost overnight demise of the middle classes in Argentina
during the worst of their financial crises could bring things into
sharper perspective19 yet the situation is worse. The contagion of
global financial crises spreads further and can produce global catastrophes. In some ways Keynes can be blamed for the poor grasp
of what is at stake. He arguably did too good a job of winning the
peace on the economic front from World War Two (WW II). The
Bretton Woods Accords he began negotiating in 1942 were signed
before D-Day in 1944. Keynes was determined not to repeat the
economic mistakes that led to WW I and WW II. The fundamen-

12

18. Porter, M (1985) Porter, ME (1985) The Competitive
Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior
Performance, defines competitive advantage in
contrast to comparative advantage. Competitive
advantage is also not to be confused with rivalry
over the same things (e.g. resources, suppliers,
customers etc).
19. On the 30th November 2001 the Argentine
President imposed a $1,000 per month limit on
bank withdrawals after runs on the banks had
reduced central bank reserves by $2 billion in a day.
Within two weeks supermarket looting had taken
hold and rioting spread throughout urban centres.
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tal contribution of the Bretton Woods Accords to international
security has been largely forgotten.
20.
Nevertheless, the reasons for Keynes determination to
win the peace through the Accords still stand. The pattern of credit
crunch, liquidity lust and protectionism in the world-economy leads
to war.20 Here “war” is not to be confused with combat per se but
tumultuous competing waves of innovation. Wars are won by those
best able to embrace innovation in depth and breadth. Otherwise,
as Marx made clear, “war passes supreme judgement upon social
systems that have outlived their vitality”.21 Indeed, it is arguable
that the policy failures of the 1930s needed the stimulus of war to
revive economies from the Great Depression by spurring innovation.22

20. MacIntosh, JP (2005) Future Political Economies,
Curriculum Development Seminar for the
Commandant Joint Services Command and Staff
College and (2008) The Economic Crises: The
Next Decade, Chief of Research & Assessment
Briefing Note, Defence Academy: Shrivenham
[UNCLASSIFIED].
21. Karl Marx (1855) The Eastern Question.
22. Personal communication with the economist Prof
Giovanni Dosi.
23. Chancellor Angela Merkel’s speech to the
Bundestag 26th Oct ’11.
24. See, Tett, G (2009) Fool’s Gold, for a clear exposition
of globalisation as the rise of cyber-finance.

21.
Today, the crises in the Eurozone are leading to austerity
being equated with reparations. Imposing reparations was precisely
why Keynes walked out of the Treaty of Versailles negotiations in
1919. He could see the next world war coming. The Eurozone may
be riddled with economic contradictions but it is a security treaty.
How it redresses structural imbalances matters. Peaceful innovation
within once “developed” economies will be vital. Angela Merkel’s
warnings about the prospects for peace in Europe, on the eve of one
of the many recent Eurozone crises summits, perhaps finally bring
the issues at stake to light.23 This is not about history repeating in
any simplistic way.
22.
A world-economy moving beyond what was globalisation
at the turn of the 21st century, cannot indulge nostalgia for Bretton
Woods. The genie of financial innovation cannot be put back in the
bottle. The transnational rise of integrated cyber-finance,24 which so
epitomises globalisation, is irreversible. Financial innovation is little
chastened by the on-going economic crises. Recent developments
in junk bond Credit Default Swaps (CDS), Exchange Traded
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Funds (ETF) and High Frequency Trading (HFT) underscore the
point. What caused the Flash Crash of 6th May 2010 in which $1
Trillion disappeared and reappeared in less than an hour remains
a mystery. The pursuit of yield continues to be a race to zero.25
Innovation can be healthy and unhealthy; it is not always easy to
tell the difference.
23.
Nonetheless, innovating is the key to achieving competitive advantage. Innovation is far from just a Western concern;
globalisation has made sure of that. Emerging market economies
– beyond the BRICs26 – are far from unscathed by the Great
Recession and the shock waves it is sending into all our futures.
Innovation will be vital to their escaping the middle income trap,
where growth in developing countries tends to stall and regress.
Whether modern Marxists or market authoritarians, the Chinese
Communist Party knows faltering growth at home will jeopardise
social resilience. The next phase of development for the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) has to be different. How they navigate
such a transformation is of strategic consequence to the whole
world-economy.
24.
Structural imbalances in relations between the PRC and
the US cannot be frozen in a re-run of the Cold War’s Mutually
Assured Destruction (MAD) stalemate. Financial innovation is
not remotely akin to the proliferation of nuclear technology; it
cannot be tightly controlled. China’s shadow banking and property
bubble is a worry for us all; ironically, made worse by the support
given to the world-economy by China in 2008 on top of buying
US Treasury Bonds. China’s continuing growth is important for
the world economy. Its failure to escape the middle income trap is
an unwelcome prospect for everyone. US hegemony as the world’s
reserve currency may rile some but the PRC also understands any
abrupt change to the world’s primary reserve currency will damage

14

25. Haldane, A (2011) “The Race to Zero” speech
given to the International Economic Association
Sixteenth World Congress, Beijing, China available
at http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/
news/2011/068.htm last accessed 19th Dec ’11.
26. Jim O’Neill coined the term BRIC (Brazil, Russia,
India, China) in a Goldman Sachs paper (2001)
“Building Better Global Economic BRICS”. He has
added the acronym MIKT (Mexico, India, Korea (S),
Turkey) and then moved on to the Next 11 in 2005.
In 2009 Robert Ward offered the CIVETS (Colombia,
Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey & South Africa).
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them too. Meantime, military overreach could produce tipping
points, not least at flashpoints astride maritime trade routes.
27. Kennedy, P (1987) The Rise and Fall of Great
Powers: Economic Change and Military Conflict
from 1500 to 2000.
28. Bobbitt, P (2002) The Shield of Achilles: War, Peace
and the Course of History.
29. Evans, P & Wurster, TS (2000) Blown to Bits: How
the new economics of information transforms
strategy.
30. Data transformation in computing (rather than
statistics) makes clear how data flows between
formats that lend themselves to various configurations (M:2:1 or 1:2:M) can be linked by metadata
transforms or models that make M:2:M and 1:2:1
interactions feasible on scales hitherto impracticable. Data transformation scripts Perl or formats
XML offer access to real information (not just data
deluge or cemeteries) for vast numbers of people
able to then learn, add value and make multiinnovation real.
31. The ironic link between the Internet and the
Cold War is at least twofold. Firstly, the RAND
Corporation’s Paul Baran contributed to both the
development of the Minimum Essential Emergency
Communication Network (MEECN) for strike resilient communication networks pre and post nuclear
strike and ARPAnet’s Transmission Control Protocol
over Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). Secondly, the concept of the MEECN was returned to later as a way
to build a resilient core to the Internet as dependence upon it grew in the 1990s. For the first see,
Baran, P (1964) On Distributed Communications:
1. Introduction to Distributed Communication
Networks, RAND Corporation: Santa Monica, CA;
and for the second, see Molander, RC; Riddile, AS &
Wilson, PA (1996) Strategic Information Warfare: A
new face of war, report prepared for the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, RAND Corporation: Santa
Monica CA.

25. Global and local structural imbalances need to be handled
gracefully. The divergence of over production and surplus savings
in parts of the world-economy (e.g. PRC and Germany) and over
consumption and burgeoning debt in others (e.g. the US, UK and
Eurozone periphery) cannot be sustained. The tipping point at
which the US turned from being the creditor of last resort to being
the consumer of first resort now clearly marks another decisive
turning point in the rise and fall of Great Powers. Paul Kennedy’s
assessment at the end of the Cold War was right.27 Philip Bobbit’s
warning that victors of epochal wars – like the Cold War – tend
only to be the second to lose is in danger of being affirmed.28
Reviving mass-production and mass-consumption (see diagram
2 below) predicated upon cheap and abundant resources is not a
viable way out of the world-economy’s structural imbalances.
26.
This may seem a stratospheric perspective on the challenge of transformation but it is grounded in our most immediate
challenges. We have left an era in which data was expensive to
collect and hard to communicate in anything other than broadcast
channels, through which richness was sacrificed to achieve reach.
This one-to-many (1:2:M) configuration in which few are active
and many are passive is over. We are now well into an era in which
data is cheap to collect and easy to communicate. Richness does
not have to be sacrificed to achieve reach.29 Interactive multi-media
now enable communication 1:2:1, M:2:M and M:2:1 from almost
anywhere to almost anywhere at any time and on the move.30
Increases in bandwidth are impressive but it is the interactivity
that really matters to knowledge creation and organisations information or transformation. This is the ironic Cold War product
of ARPAnet or the Internet used by 2 billion humans today.31 The
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active few informing the passive many is no longer the default configuration for bundling relationships. Resilience requires far more.
27.
Cyberspace is a new environment not a new technology. Cyber-finance – or globalisation proper – has led the way in
revealing the nature of this man-made environment in all its creative destructiveness. It utterly changes how transaction costs shape
organisational forms and relations between them that catalyse
unrelenting change.32 The industrial age modes of mass production
no longer prevail.33 They are being overtaken, just as mass-industry overtook localised bespoke production during the Industrial
Revolution. This pattern of change is not absolute; legacy modes
of production continue but the environment in which they survive
is different in nature not just character. Entities formerly branded
“developing” can now leap frog incremental steps that hitherto
seemed to be on the critical path to linear progress. Conversely,
the “developed” find it difficult to come to terms with the loss of
comparative advantages they once enjoyed. Their legacy character
makes the nature of the new realities persistently disruptive.
28.
Transformation becomes incessant. Such multi-innovation
thrives on frugal innovation tapping into vast reservoirs of non-users,
for whom tight budgets have always been the reality. Transaction
costs record how fundamental the change in the nature of the environment is. Even if accepted as real, the periodicity of the business
cycle has never been too clear – variance on five years may grow or
shrink. Hence, it is arguable that the recession triggered in 2007
has by 2011 merely blurred into the next business cycle’s recession.
Sidestepping the smear of a double dip recession does little to mask
the on-going crises. The Great Stagnation34 could straddle several
more business cycles and many of the crises that ensue will run the
risk of taking a major turn for the worse. The spectre of protectionism is far from exorcised, let alone what could come next. Creative
destruction is back with a vengeance.
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32. Ronald Coase was awarded the Noble Prize for
economics in 1991 for his work originating in 1937
and dubbed a theorem in 1966 on how transaction costs shape organisational forms and market
relations.
33. Previews of Marsh, P (forthcoming, 2012) The New
Industrial Revolution: Consumers, Globalisation
and the End of Mass Production, Yale University
Press, seem to support the hypotheses laid out here
but the “mass-personalisation” marking the end of
mass-production is not as distinct from mass-customisation as might be claimed. Evolutionary forces
of diversity and selection through multi-innovation
are only hinted at.
34. Cowan, T (2011) The Great Stagnation, op cit.
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29.
The pace and scale of innovation is not what it was in
Schumpeter’s day. Production lines are now seldom in place and
little altered for a decade or more. Production runs can surge
faster and be opened to mass-customisation. However, outbursts
of creativity, invention and design are not confined to intermittent
windows. Anti-competitive hierarchies are challenged by networks
among which knowledge is not just vapourware – stuck at the
creativity and invention end of an innovation pipeline – but turns
rapidly into revenue earning competitive advantage. Innovations
of variable durations are proliferating. How they mesh is then a
vital question of transformation. Multi-innovation – not massinnovation35 per se – is becoming the prevailing force creating and
driving competitive advantage.
30.
Multi-innovation merits use of the word transformation. It will be constrained and enabled by the capacity of people
to learn together (i.e. users and developers). Rather than breaking
out of the learning myopia that besets organisations at the best of
times, recessions may reinforce barriers to learning that is vital if
transformation is to happen. Realism about what drives and retards
the uptake of healthy innovation needs to be sharply focused upon
if bubbles and manias are not to be fermented and made more
contagious in a network world. Nonetheless, the strategic context
offers ample opportunity to catalyse the multi-innovation that will
constitute transformation. Those able to provide such a catalytic
service at such a crucial point in history will have real and durable
competitive advantage.

Lagging and fragmented academic literature
31.
Surveying the academic and other relevant sources reveals
a simple but stark pattern. This corroborates a strategic context
beset by economic crises and the depth of the underlying transformation in the forces of production. The academic disciplines
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35. See, for example, Leadbeater, C (2008) We-Think:
Mass innovation not mass production, Profile
Books: London, in which trends in productive forces
are well characterised but their nature misunderstood. Mass thinking is ultimately unhealthy; it is
not well attuned to the organic evolutionary forces
of diversification and selection at work through the
interactivity the material base enables – including
conflict and competition not just cosy collaboration. Multi-innovation is about combining diversity
and selection not just selecting for massiveness.
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relevant to transformation and innovation are fragmented and their
products lag developments in the field. Lagging the onslaught of
significant events and disciplinary fragmentation are themselves
symptoms of institutional processes out of touch with the material
base. The instrumentation for data gathering and assessment is for
the most part failing to propel learning and enable innovation. A
few researchers are escaping these traps. They are detecting the gaps
and signposting ways to address them. Diagram 3 (below) offers an
overview of the patterns in research activities and their outputs.

36. Wang , P (2009) An Integrative Framework for
Understanding the Innovation Ecosystem.
37. This problem even afflicts those most determined to
tackle bottlenecks to the uptake of innovation. See,
for example, Kostoff, RN; Boylanb, R & Simonsc,
GR (2004) Disruptive technology roadmaps. As
stated on the cover of the paper it was: “Received
21 January 2002; received in revised form 1 April
2003; accepted 7 April 2003” and published 2004.
Aside from laying too much emphasis on the topdown push of management and technology, the
future-proofing of Kostoff’s mapping tool is eroded
by interminable publication delays. This trap can be
escaped, not least by building on crucial elements
of Kostoff’s legacy in bibliometrics and database
tomography.
38. Augier, M-S & March, JG (2011) The roots, rituals
and rhetoric of change: North American Business
Schools after World War Two, Stanford University
Press: Stanford CA.

32.
At present the evidence splits along two axes, with
academic outputs polarised between them. At one end is a large
body of literature that relies on quantitative (or structured) data to
assess how developers succeed and fail in pushing innovation. At
the other end are more disparate qualitative studies. These tend to
rely more on unstructured data, such as, free text, to account for
how users pull through innovation with more or less satisfaction.
The two streams “rarely converge”.36 We are therefore left with an
inadequate picture of the innovation ecosystem.
33.
The polarised academic literature not only tends to lag
behind the real world but its findings are too seldom of enduring merit. The lag in the academic literature is not peculiar to
the disciplines concerned with innovation and transformation.32
Academic publishing locks academics into a curious anti-market.
Their publishing record is a key performance indicator for winning
research awards. This in turn determines the prospects for career
advancement. Whether a researcher advances within an institution
or moves location to enhance such prospects, they remain within a
disciplinary silo defined by academic publishing. Fragmentation is
near hardwired and coupled with publication delays of between 2
and 5 years. Business schools – irrespective of their more pragmatic
origins38 – are no exception.
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Diagram 3
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34.
Overall, the academic literature consistently confirms
the strong interrelationships between Delivery, Innovation and
Growth (DIG). Delivery cannot be entirely conflated with the
execution of an established process. Growth is not merely about
quantitative increased volumes. Innovation is what opens delivery
and growth to change, which is often qualitatively different. Some
empirical studies appear to mark paradigm shifts.39 For example,
Coase is attributed with re-introducing realism to Neo-Classical
economics by clarifying that markets are never frictionless and
that institutions therefore add social value. These concepts bear
re-use with many different datasets, albeit these too often confirm
assumptions rather than necessarily open them to falsification.
Debates about how well Intellectual Property Rights (e.g. patents)
enable or disable innovation rumble on without conclusion.40
Recent spikes in Chinese patent registrations may well be more to
do with perverse bureaucratic targets than PRC moving from patent infringer to patent protector. Nonetheless, patents and research
budget data tend to be well structured but are still partial and error
prone indicators of the capacity for innovation.

39. Kuhn, T (1962). The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions.
40. See, for example, World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO) (1998) Introduction to
Intellectual Property: Theory and Practice, and
Gutterman, AS (1997) Innovation and Competition
Policy: A comparative study of the Regulations
of Patent Licensing and Collaborative Research &
Development in the United States and the European
Community.
41. Lakatos. I (1977) The Methodology of Scientific
Research Programmes.
42. The Economist (2011) Briefing Business Education:
Trouble in the Middle, 15th October.

35.
Case studies are numerous and often rely on the assessment of less structured data. This can involve large volumes of
customer satisfaction or requirements capture data and in-depth
interviews or focus groups. Again data is used to verify and validate
concepts and models of mixed value. The overall programme of
diverse case studies may foster learning41 through falsification but it
is a slow and cumbersome process, which tends to get stuck in ruts.
Indeed, business schools have come under criticism for not providing “cross border” case studies due to their American-centric view,
playing little heed to emerging economies and are also weak on
relations between firms and other bodies but are very “yield” driven.
The outcomes for those attending mid-ranking business schools are
telling. Student fees outstrip average basic salaries on completion of
their studies.42
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36.
Whatever empirical data is used, it will tend to be topical, ephemeral and unable to keep up with the pace of innovation.
This could be why the term “transformational behaviour” has yet
to register in the academic literature. Elsewhere, the anecdotal and
experiential accounts of captains of industry remain some of the
most integrated expositions on transformation. Their privileged
overview of evolutionary patterns and lessons to be learned enables
them to produce retrospective material of scholarly and enduring
merit. There are also notable journalists able to avoid the polarisation evident in the academic literature. Some deliver interdisciplinary assessments with great insight into the issues of the day and
even foresight on how issues will develop.43
37.
An example of the anecdotal which has possibly enriched
the facts over time comes from Jack Welch’s autobiography.44 It
concerns Lord Arnold Weinstock of GEC, who rang Welch as
CEO at General Electric (GE) for advice on protecting against a
hostile takeover. Talking about Weinstock—“inside his drab office,
he was the original green eyeshade accountant and GEC’s HQ at
Stanhope Gate reflected his tight fisted ways”. These discussions led
to the two companies entering into several Joint Ventures (JV) and
GE’s acquisitions in medical systems, electrical distribution, power
systems, etc. The agreement, according to Welch, gave GE a good
industrial UK base, a foothold in power generation that kept them
in the European Gas Turbine business and a 50% share of GEC’s
appliance business crown jewels. Although of similar size back in
the early 1970s, GE has today grown five to six-fold; whereas,
GEC is as extinct as Monty Python’s ‘Norwegian Blue’ parrot.
38.
Without the tools available to collect and assess large
datasets as well as volatile and sparse data, academics have been
constantly playing catch up. Industry is little better placed to navigate the high degrees of uncertainty innovation entails either. The
following sections of the document will therefore focus on how to
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43. Gillian Tett at the Financial Times is a good example
of someone able to work from interdisciplinary
perspectives doubtless enabled by a doctorate in
anthropology using the empiricist concepts of
Pierre Bourdieu rather than the orthodoxies of
finance or economics.
44. Welch, J (2003) Straight From the Gut.
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bring about a more coherent picture of the innovation ecosystem
using a multi-disciplinary approach to the challenges of successful transformation. These combine concepts and instrumentation
for data that enables learning to evolve through graceful creative
destruction.

Entrepreneurship in big organisations
39.
Joseph Schumpeter’s concept of entrepreneurship45 is
attracting fresh research into the evolving fitness of such characters
to drive transformation given the nature of creative destruction.
This affirms the capacity for innovation as vital to strategic resilience but goes further into the relationship between the entrepreneur and organisations, particularly through evolving networks.
Unless a flair for entrepreneurship is valued, the capacity to innovate simply withers, to emerge elsewhere.
40.
His argument was that strategic advantage was secured
by entrepreneurs through the use of invention, innovation and
imitation. The invention stage implied a technical discovery of a
new thing or new way of doing something. A move from technical
invention to innovation was the result of the technical discovery
or new combination of knowledge becoming a successfully commercialised new good or service. The technological innovation
however, would only bring about a temporary ‘monopoly’ profit as
other firms would see what had been achieved and would attempt
to imitate, the result being that other innovations would emerge.
From these observations, Schumpeter coined the phrase ‘creative
destruction’ – the continuous search of creating something new
which simultaneously destroys the old one.
45. Schumpeter, J (1942) Capitalism, Socialism and
Democracy.

41.
To understand more of the relationship of innovation
through knowledge, which leads to both value creation and com-
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petitive advantage, the Schumpeterian definition can be elaborated46 upon with six characteristics:
a.

The
	
spark for innovation comes from the creation of
knowledge, which may involve unlearning existing habits
as much as learning how to be more productive with what
is new;

b.

To
	 create value, the knowledge must herald:
•

an emerging capability or capability gap; and

•

a n emerging market (among leading users or
non-users ill-served by existing markets);

c.

	 is not necessarily derivative to mimic activities detected
It
through horizon scans and benchmarking because fresh
contexts may spur further creativity and innovation rather
than localised adaptation;

d.

Reliable
	
investment flows are the vital lubricant at the
interface between the emerging capabilities and markets;

e.

The
	
incentives for any middlemen at that interface need
careful consideration; and

Mapping the innovation pathway to viable and mature markets is
important not only to speed the delivery of innovation but also by
making innovation safe to fail by “failing fast”.
42.
Technological breakthroughs come not from big organisations but from the independent inventor or small enterprises
while large firms focus on “cumulative, incremental improvements”.47 Big organisations seem ill-equipped to produce such
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46. MacIntosh, JP, Reid, J & Tyler, L (2011) Cyber
Doctrine: Towards a Coherent Framework for
Learning Resilience.
47. Baumol, W (2005) Education for Innovation:
Entrepreneurial Breakthroughs versus Corporate
Incremental Improvements.
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ground-breaking innovations. Part of the reason for this is the education of employees who do not possess enough creative thinking
for innovation. Large organisations tend to recruit highly qualified
professional people for their Research and Development (R&D)
activities in contrast to the independent entrepreneurs who do not
have an advanced formal educational background. It suggests that
the technical competence of the highly qualified employees result
in a homogenous group where innovation seldom occurs. This is
not to undermine their relevance and importance of those educated
and experienced through formal structures. They tend to deliver the
incremental improvements which cumulatively can make a significant contribution to innovation.
43.
This seems to affirm Schumpeter’s concerns that in big
organisations, bureaucracy permeates into the running of their
R&D programmes. Big organisations are not predisposed to
accommodating the imagination and risk taking of the entrepreneurial individual. Here entrepreneurship characterises behaviour
running the entire length of innovation pathways from deep and
broad research to user uptake. Where innovation becomes routinized and segmented the entrepreneurial character is hard to
accommodate and often is either squeezed out or leaves in frustration. Embracing the six characteristics of innovation above can
counteract the rejection of entrepreneurship. This would involve
appropriate education for entrepreneurs and those more at home in
large organisations.
44.
Entrepreneurs are not uneducated. Education can not
only stimulate entrepreneurship and innovation but is a fundamental enabler. The evidence suggests that they sense when formal
education reaches a tipping point at which their creative flare is
being quelled and time wasted. The fitness of entrepreneurs requires
continuous learning. That learning process needs to be grounded
in good formal education but tends to move on faster than oth-
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ers to more of an empiricist approach to the real world beyond
institutional boundaries (i.e. schools, universities and big firms).
That empiricist approach to learning remains vital to entrepreneurs.
This can only become more so when multi-innovation is the key to
transformation.
45.
Conversely, as the small enterprise commercialises its
successful innovation and grows it is likely to employ individuals
with more formal advanced education. This more broadly marks an
increase in the contribution of incremental innovation to the firm,
which needs to be well managed.
46.
Keeping to the theme of education, we turn next to the
issue of dynamic knowledge transfer (another pre-requisite for successful innovation explained in later sections). What links the two
contrasting cases below (firstly the rise of the “micro-multinational”
and then Israeli experience of high tech innovation) is the fundamental requirement for very good education systems.
47.
The “micro-multinational” is an emerging corporate
entity taking hold in the UK. These micro-multinationals are Small
to Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) but behave and operate like
large businesses. The micro-multinationals that operate in the UK
are primarily in niche sectors within which there are few rivals (i.e.
they sharply differentiate themselves making them highly competitive). They are characterised by an “international approach, use of
novel technologies and close relationship with customers that frequently play a part in product development.”48
48.
The competitive advantages gained are not static or isolated within these micro-multinationals (micro-MNC)49. Education
underpins how knowledge transfers. So whilst these enterprises may
start with low cost production abroad delivering high volumes to
global markets and retaining high value design and product devel-
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48. Marsh, P (2011) UK ‘Micro-multinationals’ Lead the
Way www.ft.com accessed 22 August 2011.
49. It may be more accurate to term these microTransnational Corporations (micro-TNC) rather
than multinational. This would underscore how
their crossing of borders is less to do with large
hierarchical organisations spanning borders based
on volume and more to do with agile networks
catalysing ways through borders on any scale that
adds value, particularly through the healthy uptake
of innovation.
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opment in the UK, things soon evolve. This is vital. Relationships
in micro-MNC are global but intimate. Trust will breakdown if
relationships ossify. Multi-innovation means that knowledge can
transfer to areas of low cost production. Micro-MNC harness
multi-innovation to keep creating competitive advantages, which it
pays to share.
49.
This suggests that they are doing more than just behaving like large multi-nationals. Combining existing capabilities with
dynamic capabilities is creating new corporate cultures to achieve
a level of competitive advantage that can out manoeuvre the comparative advantages large corporations have had. The evidence also
suggests that organisations can learn, namely the leadership in these
micro-MNC have recognised the need to transform the behaviour
of their organisations from small UK centric organisations to acting and delivering as if they were big international corporations.
In sum, micro-MNCs do not have to be big to be transnational.
This has everything to do with education and knowledge transfer;
embodied as competencies both for using and developing technology.
50.
Israel, which for years has been one of the leaders in
high technology, is facing fresh challenges in the current economic
climate. Whilst it continues to boast a wealth of entrepreneurs and
start-up firms and is a constant source of scrutiny amongst international governments seeking to emulate its entrepreneurial ethos,
the global financial crisis has seen its resources drained.50 There is
evidence that Israel’s once formidable education system and ethos is
now crumbling. Underfunding is part of the problem but the policy
issues run much deeper and wider. If the educational foundations
of Israel are left to crumble the consequences will be geo-strategic
not just economic.
50. Buck, T (2011) Israel: Invention Tension www.ft.com
accessed 31 Aug , ’11.
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51.
The high tech industry relies on a constant pool of talent to keep pace with innovation. The military has continued to
provide the sort of technological innovation and talent from close
links to military R&D, resulting in spin-offs into the commercial
world. However, an education system which is overcrowded and
underfunded could see their competitive advantage slip away in the
future. We mentioned that entrepreneurs tend not to be products
of advanced formal education. For them formal education hits a law
of diminishing returns.51 Entrepreneurs nevertheless need a very
good grounding in major subject areas (e.g. science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages etc). Even the likes of Bill Gates
did not drop out of the education system until he went to Harvard.
This educational foundation is not left untouched. Entrepreneurs
need a passion for lifelong learning, even if that too has little to
do with the institutional formalities of Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) programmes. Otherwise, they will seldom be
anything other than one-time innovators.
52.
Israel is a small country but with existential incentives to
innovate. It can combine disruptive and incremental innovation
but scaling up has its limits. Disruptive innovation tends to be
the product of SMEs with entrepreneurial leadership at the helm.
Incremental innovations are delivered by larger organisations. Both
are necessary, not least if societies are to absorb multi-innovation.
53.
Israel’s economy relies on the small entrepreneurial startups; it has no big corporations in the mould of Microsoft. A good
number of start-ups are making it to Initial Public Offering (IPO);
some are growing to mid-cap firms (e.g. AGT International).
These all evidence the continuing link between the military and
high-tech companies but it could fade if technology becomes more
consumer-focused. Some elite Israeli innovators worry less about
the erosion of the education base. Such voices may be limited to
an arrogant few one-time innovators. Multi-innovators appreciate
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51. Baumol, W (2005) op cit.
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the need for users and developers to work together if innovation
is to deliver growth rather than passive consumption. Knowledge
transfer will run into the sand without an education system.
54.
The contrasting cases of Israeli High Tech and microMNC are informative of recent trends and potential driving
forces shaping future environments. Capabilities that integrate and
evolve, requires a far more dynamic understanding of how organisations learn than neat taxonomies permit. It is about clustering and
hubs through which dynamic relations grow and decay. Project,
programme and matrix management have all tried to tackle these
kinds of issues in more systematic ways but seem only to lead back
to ossification or a failure to gain traction.

Converging on hubs for transformation
55.
Primary, secondary, under and post-graduate education
all contribute to the uptake of innovation, whether it is incremental or disruptive. Formal education enables users to engage with
developers. In turn, developers not only benefit from formal education up to a point. To be innovators – let alone multi-innovators
– continual learning remains vital. In the post WW II era, the
richest seams of R&D were in the defence and (to a lesser extent)
the education sectors of developed nations. These nations included
the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact, albeit the R&D contribution
to hard economic power among NATO nations and their Allies
elsewhere (Australia, New Zealand and Japan) were amplified by
greater use of freer-trade and markets. The end of the Cold War
has marked a dramatic shift in the locus of R&D.
56.
Defence R&D has been cut in real terms but is also now
dwarfed in relative and real terms by R&D growth in other sectors.
Public funding of R&D in academia has not been cut by as much
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in real terms but is again reduced in relative size by funding from
trusts and the private sector. For the most part academia’s participation in innovation remains stuck at the creativity and invention
end of the process. The US West Coast “Silicon Valley”, and its less
well known East Coast counterpart “Route 128”, are distinguished
exceptions that many have and are trying to imitate. The innovation
clusters that have grown up around Silicon Valley and Route 128
over half a century owe a great deal to three factors:
•

Massive defence R&D funding;

•

Prestige universities producing and attracting science,
technology, engineering and maths networks (STEM
nets); and

•

 arge pools of capital with investors experienced in proL
ducing innovation.

57.
Efforts to produce similar clusters elsewhere have met
with mixed and limited success. Silicon Fen in the UK has done
quite well but Gordon Brown’s efforts to amplify its success with
the MIT-Cambridge initiative floundered. Route 128 is also in
decline. It would seem that the Silicon Valley formula is difficult
to replicate and may be unsustainable. The rapidity of innovation
still owes a great deal to seeds planted by the Military Industrial
Complex (MIC). The drive for miniaturisation, processing speed,
lower energy consumption, mobility and visualisation, all stem
from military requirements. However, these drivers are no longer
the monopoly concerns of developers.
58.
Unless users are engaged more directly, the rapidity of
innovation is unlikely to be healthy. A great deal of energy, money,
time and talent can be squandered by developers pushing forward
into disruptive dead-ends, resulting in little or no innovation gain-
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ing traction. It is increasingly vital for users to pull innovation.
Moreover, since innovation so often builds momentum from those
excluded by incumbent interests (their products and services), it is
the non-user that needs to be reached too.52 There are needless barriers to engaging users and non-users.
59.
These barriers are not difficult to detect. Yet the classic
innovation pipeline (see, diagram 4, above) of academia feeding
start-ups from STEM nets, who in turn transfer knowledge around
SME networks taking non-actuarial risks (business risk proper)53
until their products and services merit Initial Public Offering (IPO)
or buy-out from Primes (big organisations including governments),
is not the exclusive way forward. This conventional pipeline has
many problems, particularly at its interfaces. For example, accountancy standards for publicly funded institutions, such as academia,
are not the same as those for SMEs or again those of Primes. Each
interface is thereby made more difficult to work through. It is little
wonder that those closer to users and especially non-users of the
developing world, are finding different ways to make innovation
happen on transformative scales.
60.
“System D” has been described as the shadow superpower.54 The French slang term derived from “Système Débrouillard”
connotes resourceful, motivated and ingenious people. They are
entrepreneurs who have simply dropped off the radars of regulators
to evade bureaucracies, their taxes and paralysing services.55 Estimates of
the total value of System D now reach $10 trillion; a GDP second
only to the US if it existed as more than a shadow. The estimates
are the products of educated guesswork. Irrespective of the figure,
System D and micro-MNC perhaps herald new patterns in how
innovation happens. They will not necessarily supplant legacies but
the competition may prove healthier than some incumbents will
easily accept. Others are seeking to evolve.
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52. Here, non-users need not be dependent on entitlements as with the Capabilities Approach of
Amartya Sen and adherents. Instead, non-users are
now better able to engage in innovation. Indeed,
frugal innovation and non-users have always been
drivers of innovation.
53. Knight, F (1921). Risk, Uncertainty and Profit.
54. Neuwirth, R (2011) Shadow Superpower, Foreign
Policy, 28th Oct available at http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/10/28/black_market_global_economy last accessed 3 Nov, ’11.
55. See, for example, Kleine, D (2011) The Capability
Approach and the ‘medium of choice’: steps
towards conceptualising information and
communication technologies for development, in
which some stumbling blocks to Information
Communication Technology for Development
(ICT4D) using the Capabilities Approach are outlined, which System D may evidence are being got
around less by advocating entitlements and more
by enabling entrepreneurship.
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61.
Google’s X56 division may be confidential but the evidence
that it is driving for multiple innovation by using collaborative hubs
is not difficult to discover. Their deep thinkers work ‘on-line’ in
partnerships with universities and other Silicon Valley companies.
This new co-operative way of working is as critical to Google as
anything they produce. They suggest they are focused on 100 projects that could change the world –or prove to be embarrassing and
pricey dead-ends. Google is ready for both. Reports from Dept X
expect to produce something big over the next few months. There
is much fevered speculation as to what that could be. It might be
domestic, like the smart thermostat, called Nest , which records
‘human occupation and patterns’ over several days and then continues to balance the temperature in every room day and night to
suit individual needs, whilst saving power. Several of the promised
future apps on Google Android phones are being developed, such
as ‘smart fridges’ sending alerts to your mobile phone when you
are short of milk, or programming a television recorder remotely.
These innovations have been envisaged for years, but are only now
feasible, thanks to smart-phones and broadband internet. Google’s
approach innovation clusters and hubs rather than pipelines are
intriguing.

56. Harlow, J (2011) “X marks the spot for Google”,
Sunday Times , 20th Nov.
57. See, for example, the French Government’s
announcement of £30Bn for innovation clusters,
Coughlan, S (2012) Privately funded science university plan.

62.
Hubs and clusters for sowing innovation rather than fractured pipelines or funnels are promising.57 Relations between academia, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) and Primes
(big organisations including governments) need to be streamlined
if multi-innovation is not more often to prove unhealthy. As the
examples (above) of Israeli and System D innovation evidence,
capabilities that integrate and evolve, requires a far more dynamic
understanding of how organisations learn. Evolution means learning has to embrace both growth and decay. Progress is not linear;
things do not only get better. In reality, whatever traction mechanistic tight controls might have, these are only ever provisional;
they soon ossify and lose fitness. Conversely, looser arrangements
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may never gain traction. Reconciling with these constraints can
enable hubs for healthy transformation to emerge. Before exploring
how, it is necessary to diagnose why in more specific terms these
trends in the evidence base present such a challenge for transformation.
63.
Whilst the barriers to innovation are in many respects
well known, scaling up to multi-innovation need not make these
challenges intractable. Evangelists of paradigm shifts have a tendency to tip human ambivalence towards uncertainty and change
over to anxiety, antipathy and resistance; irrespective of how much
self-harm is thereby inflicted. Becoming prone to irresilience is
often hard to detect, whether slow or fast onset. Instead, the immediate and disconcerting feeling that too much is changing too fast
underwhelms any willingness to innovate.
64.
Multi-innovation can make the race-to-learn more of a
joy than a pain. Confidence in multi-innovation will stem from
participation not from the active few imposing on the passive
many. This is not a moral posture or judgement. The material base
is evolving to enable the navigation of transformation as never
before. The divide between diverse local artisans and uniform
global standards is becoming less relevant. Knowledge workers can
be confident that multi-innovation works better for them as users
and developers. The next chapter will outline how rather than why
these evolutionary patterns are taking hold, albeit through having
to overcome persistent barriers to organisational learning.
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Why Organisations Fail To Learn

Fitness for transformation is fuelled by learning

58. Drucker, P (1992) The New Society of Organisation.
59. Until and unless the Second Law of
Thermodynamics is falsified, we live in a universal
dissipative system. Energy cannot be created or
destroyed but it does move inexorably towards
being random and therefore unavailable for use.
The measure of unavailability is entropy; negentropy is the inverse. The complexity of biological
systems can be thought of as ways to enhance
negentropy, which makes overall dissipative trajectories more graceful than they might otherwise be.
60. For a good overview of developments in maths and
philosophy of information, see, for example, Gleick,
J (2011) The Information.
61. Wheeler, JA (1990) “Information, physics, quantum:
The search for links”.

65.
Moving on from land, labour and financial capital,
Peter Drucker wrote that in Society ‘knowledge is the primary
resource’.58 This was a few years before the ‘new age of connectivity’ based on the web going global after Netscape went public. He
saw that societies, communities, and family are all conserving
institutions. They try to maintain stability and to prevent, or at
least slow change. But the modern organisation is a destabiliser.
It must be organised for innovation or, as Schumpeter said, its
“creative destruction”.
66.
Drucker’s primary resource was not further detached
from the material base – quite the reverse. In keeping with the
20th century mathematical advances of Gödel, Turing, Shannon
and Chaitin-Kolmogorov, knowledge as a primary resource is
grounded in the evolutionary relations between energy (entropy
and negentropy)59, uncertainty and information through time.60
The creation of knowledge through learning is at one with the
material base. John Archibald Wheeler underscored the point by
re-writing Descartes’ cogito ergo sum (I think therefore I am) as the
more down to earth “it from bit”.61 This is not mechanistic, fatalistic or deterministic.
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67.
Inasmuch as the Second Law of Thermodynamics will
doubtless ultimately prevail, evolutionary learning can make that
trajectory towards maximum entropy more or less graceful. Failure
to understand how 20th century maths defines information –
particularly in terms of entropy – will not promote gracefulness.
Rather it will lure the unwary into fallacious assumption that more
Data makes better Information available, which is in turn worthy
of more Communication because it produces more Knowledge.
These assumptions lead to the DICK trap; for which data deluge
gives ample warning.62 The mathematics of information, energy
and uncertainty has strong accord with Schumpeter’s “creative
destruction”. It is worth emphasising that the creative is first and
foremost in Schumpeter’s oft quoted phrase; destruction comes
afterwards.63
68.
To be destructive rather than creative is unhealthy.
Nonetheless, it seems entropy and negentropy work through ecosystems to promote in-formation, a process of change that could
be harnessed for healthy transformation. Yet there seems to be
a persistent and curious – if not nihilistic – will to do destruction before or even instead of creation. The nature of evolution
involves growth and decay, creativity and destruction, diversity and
selection. Ignoring the other part of these pairings is unrealistic.
It would be rash to assume that in the wake of austerity, growth
will emerge and self-organise in timely or graceful ways. Together
growth and decay propel change through time; the gracefulness of
which is linked to learning. Nonetheless, conceding that evolution
is about continuity and change may offer far less certainty than
some would wish. Change trumps continuity because it remains
uncertain which characteristics of continuity will hold and in what
circumstances. This again underscores knowledge as a primary
resource grounded in the material base through which evolutionary
forces work in-formation.
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62. MacIntosh, JP (1998) Connectivity: The Space,
Tempo and Exploitation of Risk in the Information
Age.
63. Reinert, ES & Reinert, H (2006) ‘Creative Destruction
in Economics: Nietzsche, Sombart, Schumpeter’, pp.
55-85, in Backhaus, J & Drechsler, W (eds.) Friedrich
Nietzsche 1844-2000: Economy and Society, series
The European Heritage in Economics and the Social
Sciences, Springer: New York.
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69.
Creative destruction is in keeping with the evolutionary
reality of change. Bodies must therefore organise in readiness for
the systematic abandonment of whatever is established, customary, familiar and comfortable, whether that is a product, service,
or process; a set of skills, human and social relationships; or the
organisation itself because that is the reality which fitness for
evolving environments demands. In short, transformation is the
lead characteristic of resilience. What differentiates bodies able to
survive and thrive is a willingness to learn and innovate through
constant change based on continuous diversification and selection.
Every organisation must be fit for the ceaseless novelty that endless
combinations of continuity and change enable. Specifically, every
management has to draw on three systematic practices:

64. Levinthal, DA , March, JG (1993) op cit.

•

First, continuing improvement of everything the organisation does, the process the Japanese called Kaizen – continuous self-improvement;

•

Every organisation will have to learn to exploit its knowledge, that is, to develop the next generation of applications from its own successes; and

•

 inally, every organisation will have to learn to innovate
F
– and innovation can now be organised and must be
organised – as a systematic process across networks.

70.
Unless these are done, Drucker saw that the knowledgebased organisation will very soon find itself obsolescent, driving up
performance anxiety and driving down the power to attract and
hold the knowledgeable people on whom their performance, in
terms of growth and profitability, depends. Organisations communicating and creating knowledge have to deal with paradoxical
goals of exploration and exploitation64 (see Diagram 5, below).
Exploration lays strategic emphasis on an organisation discovering
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new capabilities (products and services). Exploitation focuses on
activities for refining and improving established skills and processes. In the exploration mode, the firm seeks to innovate through
the search for, learning about and deployment of new combinations
of capabilities. In the exploitation, mode the firm seeks to increase
revenue and market share by refining and improving existing capabilities in delivering the firm’s existing offerings.65
71.
Pursuing innovation can be a challenge for an organisation because it may lead it to engage exclusively in exploration
which is unlikely to benefit the organisation in the short-term, as
they are unable to make the use-value from knowledge evident.
However, to engage solely in exploitation means that organisations
will become out-dated and outpaced by competitors more fit for
evolving environments. This often happens sooner than people like
to admit.
72.
Moreover, to exploit others successful exploration may
only lead to narrow mimicry not innovation because mimics tend
to lag the pace of competition and rely on their existing capabilities and competencies in which adaptation is strained to the limit.
Nevertheless, in elaborating the definition of innovation (see
above), it is acknowledged that imitation can produce valuable
incremental or local innovations on wider fronts because environments make a virtue of diversity. Organisational learning pathologies are not limited to narrow mimics.
73.
Learning within organisations tends to suffer from “myopia”,66 whereby exploitation tends to drive out exploration. Overt
learning and high aspirations at start-up or when navigating the
uptake of innovation tends to tail off and end too soon. Residual
covert learning is too often too fragile and patchy to withstand
subsequent outbursts of disruptive or even incremental innovation.
This is an all too familiar story in mature businesses that emphasise
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65. March, JG (1991) Exploitation and Explorationin
Organisational Learning in Organisation Science.
66. Levinthal, DA, March, JG (1993) The Myopia of
Learning.
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increasing efficiency, narrowing effectiveness and short-term results
over the entrepreneurial ethos for exploring uncertainty through
experimentation. Exploration is not blind but it is disconcerting
because people are ambivalent to risk and uncertainty – they love it
and loathe it. What tips people to fearing exploration is not being
risk averse but loss averse.67 Losing touch with the familiar requires
great confidence in what is to be gained. On these terms, leadership
is then invaluable to driving transformation.68
74.
Paradoxes are only apparent contradictions, which everyone has to navigate through. There are several dimensions to
the paradoxical relationship between exploration and exploitation.
These affect atomised individuals and collective blocs. Rationality
can readily collude with habits, particularly when the familiar and
easy to grasp is more tangible than knowledge and transformation.
The old cliché that accountants know the cost of everything and the
value of nothing has been subverted. Instead, manipulation of the
rational procedures for registering yield is too often all that counts.
Without measures of value, yield is everything and the race to zero
continues. Exploit will continue to squeeze out explore, irrespective
of such gambits imperilling our futures.
75.
However, the barriers to learning that the exploit versus
explore paradox creates are not confined to the behavioural objects
of study in themselves. Scholars of organisations and their rival
disciplines can be culpable too. Herb Simon remarked that these
disciplines suffer “acute schizophrenia”.69 Some assume omniscient
rationality; whilst others assume irrationality ultimately prevails.
76.
“Bounded rationality”70 is not a Hegelian synthesis of
these two poles. Simon offers a powerful concept for understanding the evolutionary reality of how learning changes behaviours.
Learning is evolutionary but it neither progresses along a welldefined linear path to a precise a priori endpoint; nor blunders
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67. Khaman D, Tversky, A (1979) Prospect Theory: An
Analysis of Decision under Risk.
68. Brynjolfson, E (2011) Competing through data:
Three experts offer their game plans.
69. Simon, H (1997) Administrative Behaviour: A study
of decision making processes in administrative
organisations, 4th Edition, Free Press: New York.
70. Herb Simon’s falsification of the rational choice
hypothesis originates in two early papers: Simon,
HA (1955) A behavioral model of rational choice
quarterly. Journal of Economics, 69, pp. 99–118
and (1956) Rational choice and the structure of
the environment. Psychological Review, 63, pp.
129–138. These begin to articulate the concepts
of bounded rationality and satisficing, which he
develops throughout his career. Two books mark
the emergence of the concepts proper: Simon, HA
(1957) Models of man, Wiley: New York and March,
JG & Simon HA (1958) Organizations, Wiley: New
York.
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aimlessly, unable to produce outputs or desirable outcomes. The
process of diversification and selection that drives innovation is neither entirely rational nor irrational. Rather than being paralysed by
incalculable consequences and untaken decisions, bounded rationality explains how decisions are taken in time imperfectly from
which we can learn, not least as a result of errors. As we all know
from personal experience, errors can be an invaluable stimulus for
learning. Although innovation aspires to succeeding fast, making
that ethos fail-safe means allowing activities to fail fast. This can
contradict our aversion to losses.
77.
Organisations must therefore take a more organic and
evolutionary approach to innovation, if they are to learn from the
less than ideal ways transformation happens in reality. This is vital
to meshing the needs of current viability with future viability. It
is best achieved by mixing evolving blends of investments in both
exploration and exploitation.71 However, clarity about how to measure value cannot be taken for granted. Well codified procedures
are easy to manipulate, as the rational pursuit of financial yield
has demonstrated. The leadership required for breaking with the
obvious and shaping the future has much to contend with but is far
from impossible to deliver in specific ways.

71. MacIntosh, JP, Reid J, Tyler, L (2011) op cit.
72. Chatman, J, O’Reilly, C & Chang, V (2005) Cisco
Systems: Developing a Human Capital Strategy.

78.
Prior to 2001, Cisco used its aggressive acquisition
strategy as the main policy for hiring people. With the onset of a
downturn, John Chambers, the CEO, sought to replace this with
a “build strategy”72 which nurtured talent from within the organisation rather than just buying it via acquisitions. The company
focused on productivity and profitability. This required the new HR
“build strategy” to develop and provide the next generation of leaders for Cisco.
79.
Development of Cisco leaders had previously been down
to the individual or some were sent to the Harvard Business
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School. Randy Pond, Vice President (VP) Operations, Systems
and Processes pointed out that “the economic downturn gave us
the intellectual bandwidth to focus on leadership and not just the
business”. The “Grow 3” Model73 focused on elements such as:
•

 row the business – customer success, profitability / proG
ductivity, business knowledge;

•

 row our team – teamwork and collaboration, vision and
G
alignment, leading change and building talent; and

•

 row yourself – integrity, judgement and perspective,
G
continuous learning, communication and influence and
adaptability.

80.
These kinds of strategies cannot be taken for granted; they
do not emerge spontaneously and self-organise. They need energy
(DIG for negentropy, no less). The delivery, innovation and growth
necessary to propel organisational fitness is more easily stymied,
often in pursuit of narrow rationality that drains the availability of
energy. For example, research shows that mergers and acquisitions
(M&As) seldom lead to DIG.74 Instead, transaction costs rocket as
power struggles play out under the rational smokescreen of cuts,
efficiency and uniformity; the pursuit of which is driven harder by
the fear of loss that stalks people’s minds. The rising transaction
costs tend only to record the rich pickings for external professional
services. Fitness for transformation is fuelled by learning but that
does not free it from bounded rationality or other organisational
learning pathologies. Rather than exploitation squeezing out exploration, a better paradox understands that what constrains learning
can enable greater learning. This offers realistic attitudes to the
rigours of transformation.
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73. Chatman, J (2005) op cit.
74. See, for example, Henry, D (2002) Mergers: Why
Most Big Deals Don’t Pay Off.
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Diagram 6
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Competencies wasted through mismanagement
81.
Having considered the paradox of exploitation versus
exploration, we can now zoom in on why organisations fail to learn
in more material ways. Inasmuch as bleak diagnoses are being
added to, with clarity about why failure happens comes a better
sense of how to overcome the challenges the diagnoses present.
Under-investment in competencies and failure to mesh them with
technology is a fundamental flaw. The significance of the flaw
is only amplified in the failure of a capability to sustain delivery
and – since the flaw is fundamental – the failure of capabilities to
integrate. There is no steady state in which the challenges of innovation relent to make the competency flaw recoverable. Ultimately
the capacity to sustain existing capabilities and transform is undermined. Diagram 6 (above) offers a simple illustration of how deep
the flaw is sown in capabilities, sapping the capacity for multiinnovation or transformation. Combining the scholarship of the
three fields in Diagram 1, above (i.e. Behaviour, Organisations and
Environments) around which transformation pivots leads us to the
proposition that:
•

 apabilities are evolving ecologies of competencies and techC
nology.75

82.
An appreciation of this proposition leads, for example, to
a better understanding of the realistic freedom of manoeuvre a body
or bodies have.76 Since competencies are learning behaviours fuelled
by knowledge and vital throughout life to both users and developers, under investing in competencies will add needless difficulties
to sustaining delivery and healthy innovation. An overweening
focus on technology will not compensate. Hard won competitive
advantages will erode because these are achieved by understanding
and exploring how the creation of knowledge is driven by users and
developers interacting with technology but not fixated on technol-
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75. MacIntosh JP, Reid, J, Tyler, L (2011) op cit.
76. Whilst not entirely divorced from the Capabilities
Approach, see, for example, more recently, Sen,
A (2009) The Idea of Justice. Capabilities are
addressed here in more pragmatic than moral terms
because these are more likely to gain traction.
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ogy per se. In short, interaction creates and communicates knowledge.
83.
Global market leaders who command competitive advantage do so through the innovative recombination of knowledge.77
Individual capabilities in which technology overwhelms competencies will not deliver good returns on investments no matter how
hard the technology is pushed. Whilst the integration of capabilities adds further complications, these too will not long disguise the
fundamental flaw at the heart of mismanaging the competencies
that make capabilities work, particularly as waves of innovation
press on. Technological fitness is necessary but not sufficient to
the delivery of capabilities. The outcome of underinvestment in
competencies is seldom other than an eventual disintegration of
capabilities.
84.
Organisational and technological innovations are multiinnovation factors78 that are “complements but not substitutes for
each other”. The picture is not complete if organisations depend
solely on technological innovation at the exclusion of organisational
innovation. Thus, any organisation looking to transform, must do
so on the basis of a quest for an evolving healthy ecosystem of competencies and technology as technological innovation in itself is not
enough to drive competitiveness. To do otherwise sows corruption
and decay.

Corrupted capabilities disintegrate
77. Bresman, H, Birkinshaw, J, Nobel, R (1999)
Knowledge Transfer in International Acquisitions.
78. Batissti, G, Stoneman, P (2010) How Innovative are
UK Firms? Evidence from the Fourth UK Community
Innovation Survey on Synergies between
Technological and Organisational Innovations.

85.
To further explain the disintegration of capabilities, more
detail on evolving academic use of the term capabilities needs to
be put in context. Building on the proposition that capabilities are
evolving ecologies of competencies and technology, three points are
added:
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•

The freedom that the Capabilities Approach to development seeks, in terms of “beings” and their “doings” (or
“functionings”), needs the realism of enabling people to
learn and evolve rather than just be dependent on entitlements;79

•

Evolutionary forces also make the divergence of capabilities from “dynamic-capabilities” untenable; and

•

 e meshing of capabilities (dynamic or otherwise) makes
Th
knowledge – its production and use through communication and learning – vital to the composability of capabilities.

86.
If hitherto innovation has been construed as intermittent,
then the effort to separate capabilities from dynamic capabilities is
partially understandable. Likewise, if static capabilities are misallocated by anti-markets, the discourse of entitlements is in part
understandable too. However, the rapidity of innovation on broad
and deep fronts now makes the relations between capabilities and
dynamic capabilities more densely interwoven. Anti-competitive
barriers to innovation are fast eroded and participation in innovation by users, non-users and developers more vital than ever. Links
between the definition of capabilities as “routines” that “confer
decision options”80 and dynamic capabilities (also known as metacapabilities) as “capabilities to acquire capabilities”81 have merely
intensified.
87.
Separating narrow definitions of capabilities does not
clarify how they relate to the healthiness of enterprises. This underscores the need for blends of exploration and exploitation activities,
rather than defaulting into the simplistic assumption that capabilities sit neatly within the domain of exploitation and meta-capabilities within the domain of exploration. Any divergence between
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79. Sen, A (1993) and (2009) op cit. See, also,
Nussbaum, M (2006) Frontiers of Justice: Disability,
Nationality, Species Membership.
80. Winter, SG (2000) op cit.
81. Teece, DJ, Pisano, G & Shuen, A (1997) Dynamic
Capabilities and Strategic Management.
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capabilities and dynamic-capabilities was unrealistic. The reality of
evolution is only more obvious with their apparent convergence.
This opens many more degrees of freedom than the Capabilities
Approach has hitherto recognised.
88.
Some defy such realism. Corporations that resort to a
“resource-based strategy”82 through an accumulation of both technology and assets, together with vigorous pursuit of intellectual
property, are seldom global market leaders. Any dominance they
achieve tends to be short-lived. Rather it is the firms who are quick
to respond and possess the ability for rapid and flexible product
innovation,83 along with the management capability to effectively
coordinate and redeploy internal and external competencies that
win through. Their dynamic capabilities are a source of competitive
advantage as the reconfiguration of assets results in the capturing of
new opportunities. Details of the composability criteria for healthy
capabilities are elaborated in Chapter 3 (below). It may well be that
micro-MNC and System D have more fitness for learning transformation behaviour on these terms.

82. Teece, J & Pisano, G (1994) The Dynamic
Capabilities of Firms: An Introduction, p. 538.
83. Teece, J & Pisano, G (1994) ibid, p. 538.

89.
Meantime, greater details about how corruption and disintegration is sown and spreads through capabilities are outlined.
Rather than grasping that knowledge is the product of interaction,
big organisations use acquisitions to capture knowledge and move it
to other parts of their corporation. A knowledge-store is an oxymoron. Data can be stored and codified but this tends only to turn data
deluge into data dungeons. Information is unexpected change84 to
the recipient. What is information to one person may be the same
old data to another. Information can emerge from patterns in raw
data or from assessment processes using concepts and modelling
fed with data to compress and abstract. Knowledge is interactive
and contingent.

84. Shannon, CE (1948) “A Mathematical Theory of
Communication”.
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90.
Capturing knowledge in codified forms and transferring
it demonstrates the point. Transfers between business units in the
same country can be tricky. But the problems are increased when
we consider geographical and cultural distances. Organisational
mergers and acquisitions represent “the bringing together of two
social communities”.85 In terms of knowledge flows, individuals
will therefore only participate in the exchange of knowledge once
they share “a sense of identity with their colleagues”.86 A transfer
of knowledge is thus contingent on a successful integration of the
acquired units. However, one of the causes for failures in M&A
is their inability to integrate and very often the acquired unit fails
outright.
91.
Organisations must explore and import knowledge
and exploit knowledge which has already been accumulated.87
Maintaining the appropriate blend and return of investment of
both explore and exploit is vital for an organisation’s survival.
Organisations must also unlearn88 current beliefs and methods but
in practice find this difficult to do so. As exploration of knowledge
requires organisational members to learn new ways of acting and
absorbing new knowledge, there is a requirement to be able to
adapt to different mental modes which are likely to be different
from the existing ones.89 Equally, exploitation may require the
modification and / or abandoning of routines and processes. The
unlearning context draws on the ability to re-orientate organisational values and behaviours to attain competitive advantage. It
raises an interesting debate on the need for organisational learning
to be ambidextrous whereby organisations and more importantly
senior executives adapt their learning such that they have the ability
to repeatedly reconfigure organisational assets and competencies in
response to changing circumstances.
92.
There has been little research into the area of why some
subsidiaries tend to be isolated from knowledge transfer activities
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85. Bresman, H, Birkinshaw, J & Nobel, R(1999) ibid,
p. 442.
86. Bresman, H, Birkinshaw, J & Nobel, R(1999) ibid,
p. 442.
87. Cegarra-Navarro, JG, Sanchez-Vidal, ME & CegarraLeiva (2011) Balancing Exploration & Exploitation
of Knowledge Through an Unlearning Context. An
Empirical Investigation in SMEs.
88. Starbuck, William H (1996) Unlearning Ineffective
or Obsolete Technologies.
89. Cegarra-Navarro, JG et. al. stress the notion of
“unlearning” knowledge amongst SMEs i.e. to
unlearn outdated knowledge and relearn updated
knowledge.
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within large Multinational Corporations (MNC) and the impact
of internal isolation on subsidiary performance. One such study90
indicates that “what predicts knowledge outflows from a focal unit
was not how good it believed itself to be but rather how the recipient rated the knowledge source.” The study further reported that
sub-group units emerged within MNCs which frequently shared
knowledge amongst themselves, thereby excluding subsidiaries that
rarely acted as sources of knowledge transfer. It was argued that
these subsidiaries that become alienated from knowledge transfer
activities will have a lower performance as they neither benefit
from specific knowledge nor do they participate in the interactions
that produce and communicate knowledge. MNCs would need to
carefully consider how they enable knowledge to flow. The challenge of knowledge management for any MNC is thus to design
organisational structures and systems based on an ethos capable of
supporting the flow of knowledge,91 not so much its codification
and storage in formats with little future proofing.

90. Monteiro, L, Arvidsson, A, Birkinshaw, J (2008) see
their study: Knowledge Flows Within Multinational
Corporations: Explaining Subsidiary Isolation & its
Performance Implications.
91. Almeida, P, Song, J & Grant, R (2002) Are Firms
Superior to Alliances & Markets? An Empirical Test
of Cross-Border Knowledge Building.
92. Monteiro, L, Arvidsson, A, Birkinshaw, J (2008) op
cit.
93. Cohen, WM, Levinthal, DA (1990) Absorptive
Capacity: A New Perspective on Learning &
Innovation.

93.
The scale of large MNCs means that the importance
of knowledge transfer becomes obvious, particularly if unable to
avoid competitive pressures. MNCs respond to their heterogeneous environment and need to integrate capabilities on a worldwide
basis which is what enables them to reap the benefits of being a
multinational.92 Knowledge integration amongst MNCs relies on
the absorptive capacity for transferring knowledge i.e. the competencies to learn. The competencies to learn increase the firm’s ability
to access and make use of knowledge93 from all sources. Knowledge
is an interactive product94 and amenable to little rational control.
But the competencies that make a capability come to life and
integrate capabilities (dynamic or otherwise) are utterly reliant on
the continuous process of learning through producing and using
knowledge.

94. Boisot, M (1995). Information Space: A Framework
for Learning Organisations, Institutions and Culture.
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Capacity for innovation shrivels
94.
Innovation matters not just at the enterprise level. It also
serves as a contributing factor to economic growth. Whilst the
measure of growth is in dispute, the evidence over decades affirms
its strong relationship with innovation. Building the capacity for
innovation will require organisations to adopt a more entrepreneurial ethos. However, senior corporate leaders are not generally
thought to be entrepreneurs in the traditional sense. But in today’s
turbulent economic climate it is perhaps what is needed.
95.
Large corporations need to find a new type of leader95 who
is closer to the entrepreneur than to the traditional corporate manager and whose main character trait is that of creativity rather than
stability. A study conducted of senior executives who had recently
been involved in customer transformation in a leading organisation suggested that entrepreneurs were seen as integral to effecting
change within organisations. Organisations therefore needed to
nurture these individuals as they would be seen as key to leading
corporations into the future. Such leadership shapes the future as
much as anticipates how to innovate, given the challenges environments throw up.
96.
Entrepreneurship is a distinctive quality of leadership.
Management and leadership are not the same thing but all too
often confused. This is not to belittle management or administration. Understanding the differences between management and
leadership – particularly where entrepreneurship really matters –
enables these qualities to be made complementary. Some have even
gone so far as to suggest the need for an entrepreneur-manager.96
Such a character is a hybrid between an external entrepreneur and
good operating manager but one which rarely exists in an individual
person.

95. Vandermerwe, S, Birley, S (1997) The Corporate
Entrepreneur: Leading Organizational
Transformation.
96. Chakravarthy, B, Lorange, P (2008) Driving Renewal:
The Entrepreneur-Manager.
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97.
Indeed, the term entrepreneur-manager is as awkward
as the term intrapreneurship, with which it shares great similarity.
Nonetheless, the challenge was clearly articulated by Steve Jobs in
1985: “The Macintosh team was what is commonly known as intrapreneurship – only a few years before the term was coined – a group
of people going in essence back to the garage, but in a large company”.97 Steve Jobs may have embodied the entrepreneur-manager
but he extols the ethos of intrapreneurship for a group of people.
98.
It is precisely this blend of characteristics in both individuals and groups that is needed to execute transformative strategy. Entrepreneur-managers are less likely to come from outside an
enterprise. They not only need long associations with the enterprise
so they are entrusted with access to knowledge networks but also
able sustain an ethos of intrapreneurship among colleagues.
99.
Instead, where senior executives set out the broad vision
and leave functional managers who shape the renewal strategy98
and take on its implementation, the firm’s capacity for innovation
tends to shrivel. These functional managers are often preoccupied
with delivering short term results and thus their priority is one
of exploitation of current markets rather than exploring for new
markets and competencies. Entrepreneur-managers must therefore
avoid the exploitation trap. A healthy blend of exploration and
exploitation comes where an ethos of intrapreneurship thrives.
This enables the delivery of sustainable competitiveness because it
embraces innovation. Incentives are not well aligned to nurture or
advance individuals on these terms.
97. Jobs, S (1985) Newsweek interview 30th Sep ’85.
98. Chakravarthy et.al. (2008) op cit & Balogun, J
(2006) Managing Change: Steering A Course
Between Intended Strategies & Unanticipated
Outcomes.

Productivity gains lost to bogus growth measures
100. Good measures in real systems are seldom easy to come
by. Measures are error prone in far more that the classic Type I
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and II data errors.99 Belief in false precision to ward off uncertainty
can too easily complement the sophisticated and manipulative
presentation of data. The simplistic and sophisticated can reinforce
one another. Our “bounded rationality” does not preclude the misuse of strict rationality. Indeed, strict rationality can lend itself to
profiteering. The sophisticated and simplistic double act need not
lead to aspirations for transformation being suppressed or hijacked.
However, avoiding such outcomes requires measures of unhealthy
behaviours to be understood and acted upon.
101. In pursuit of transformation, time is perhaps the most
important measure not to take for granted. Particular conceptions
of time may reinforce bogus measures of growth associated with
incentives that perpetuate “rent seeking”100 behaviours and the
“agency problem”101. These patterns of behaviour evidence strict
rationality not only validated by bogus measures but also able to
exploit and profiteer from the “irrational exuberance”102. Whether
an emergent property of interaction between strict rationality and
irrational exuberance or not, the harm done is recurrent.103 Such
cyclicality suggests a failure to learn rather than affirming a particular conception of time. With a little more detail on rent seeking
behaviours and the agency problem, the assumption of homogenised time is picked up below.
102. The economic behaviour of rent-seeking is relatively new
but antipathy to “freeloaders” is found deep in our evolutionary
biology.104 The term rent-seeking is widely recognised to describe
attempts to increase one’s share of a fixed amount of wealth rather
than trying to create wealth. Yet the advent of the knowledge
economy – just as when the prevailing modes of production were
industrial – leaves our ancient sense of free-loading, and more
recent rational diagnosis of rent seeking un-reconciled. In essence,
firms are aiming to realise higher expected payoffs than other firms,
which in itself creates a divergence between the private and social
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99. False positive (Type I error), for example, involves
triggering and acting on a false alarm – crying
wolf when none are there. Conversely, false negative (Type II error), for example, involves an alarm
untriggered, unheard or unacted upon – when
a wolf is there. These statistical errors are about
data. Deeper issues of design and timing have been
characterised as Type III (e.g. asking the wrong
question) and Type IV (e.g. the right answer perhaps
but too late) errors in systems.
100. Krueger, A (1974) The Political Economy of the
Rent-Seeking Society. Prior to 1974, the term
rent-seeking did not exist. Though conceptualised
by G Tullock a decade earlier (The Welfare Costs
of Tariffs, Monopolies and Theft 1967) his paper
was largely ignored and the term appeared in
mainstream economic literature only after Anne
Krueger’s paper.
101. Eisenhardt, KM (1989) Agency Theory: An
Assessment and Review. The agency problem is also
known as the principal-agent problem.
102. Derived from Alan Greenspan’s (in)famous 1996
speech at the Annual Dinner and Francis Boyer
Lecture of The American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research, Washington, DC.
103. Kindleburger CP (2000) Manias, Panics and Crashes:
A History of Financial Crises.
104. Tooby, J; Cosmides, L & Price, M (2006) “Cognitive
Adaptation for n-person Exchange: The
Evolutionary Roots of Organizational Behaviour,”
pp. 103-129 Managerial and Decision Economics.
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costs. The net effect is a reduction in the sum of social wealth as
firms are trying to control more revenues without necessarily creating more wealth.
103. This rent-seeking problem is closely associated to the
“agency problem”. This is a difficult structural problem concerning how organisations assemble and align incentives when the
“desires or goals of the principal and agent conflict”.105 There is a
need to ensure there are adequate incentives so that agents who
are placed in control over resources will serve the interests of
other groups (e.g. the owners) and will perform their contractual
duties accordingly rather than serving their own diverging interests. This is almost always difficult or expensive for the principal
to in fact verify as the transaction costs for reliable measures can
be very high. This challenge only increases where transformation
is vital.

105. Eisenhardt, KM (1989) op cit.
106. The Turnbull Report was commissioned as a result
of the “utilities fat cats” but in light of the economic crises may have had little impact in producing
healthier appetites for risk – let alone uncertainty.
See, Turnbull (1999) Internal Control: Guidance
for Directors on the Combined Code. The Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) issued an updated version
of the guidance with the title ‘Internal Control:
Guidance for Directors on the Combined Code’ in
2005. In 2011 FRC concluded that the guidance
was “still broadly fit-for-purpose”.

104. Even businesses well-grounded in exploit modes (rather
than explore modes) struggle. Incentives designed to alleviate the
agency problem through, for example: sales commissions; executive
stock options; talent selection and advancement policies; better
governance through audit committees; non-executive directors on
boards; and remuneration committees. All are prone to capture and
manipulation. Organisations drift back to being run for the benefit
of the agents rather than their purported principals. This is due to
the problem of risk sharing which arises because of differing attitudes of both the agent and principal to risk. Developing a healthy
appetite for risk is a persistent challenge for both parties.106 The
deleterious consequences are a concern for most pensioners not just
the biggest and most obvious owners of the modes of production.
Fund managers – often charged with investing pensions – provide
an interesting demonstration of the differing attitudes to and appetites for risk.
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105. Inasmuch as fund managers are tasked with investing
their clients’ money, they are simultaneously required by institutions to gather assets (and the fees associated). However, the
systems in place are such that managers are under intense pressure to realise their short-run performance against the prevailing
long-term outcomes. This results in “temporal myopia”107 of long
term aspirations being somehow divided from actual behaviour.
From a psychoanalytic perspective, the capacity of the individual
to “process information and experience in different ways”108 is split
into either a “divided” or “integrated” state of mind. The prospect of
reward versus the risk of loss means that most individuals develop
an integrated-state of mind such that previous experience teaches
us the “possible consequences of taking risks”.109 Having no thought
of loss results in a divided-state of thinking whereby the individual actively engages in risky behaviour as the emotional conflict
associated with integrated state is not thought about consciously.
Differentiating divided states from integrated states in different
circumstances offers new insights into healthy and unhealthy innovation. These concepts take us back to Steve Jobs’ intrapreneurship
to foster healthy innovation as “prejudice against innovation is a
divided state response as well”.110
106. The rent-seeking and agency problem reaffirm concerns
about the rationality of self-interest in organisational and behavioural thinking. Pure altruism is not the antidote and not just
because the rationality of self-interest is now so entrenched in
capitalist thinking. Fit for purpose measures have to contend with
evolutionary patterns of learned behaviour on different timescales,
which all impact the potential for transformation happening.
Transformation amplifies these concerns, not least because distinguishing healthy from unhealthy transformation is hard. The psychoanalytic take on behavioural economics needs to be interwoven
with characteristics on differing timescales.
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107. Tuckett, D (2011) Minding the Markets, p. 72.
108. Tuckett, D (2011) ibid, p. 63.
109. Tuckett, D (2011) ibid, p. 63.
110. Tuckett, D (2011) ibid, p. 201.
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107. For example, recent studies of altruism and self-interest
have concluded that selection through the ages has benefited from
“parochial altruism”.111 This is a characteristic of warriors rather
than care givers to whom altruism is more commonly attributed.
In combat, altruism and self-interest are both likely to result in
death. Combat is not the place for comrades to suspect self-serving
freeloaders. Likewise, pure altruists contribute little learning and
risk dying quicker than freeloaders. The divided and integrated state
may only partially map to pure altruism and self-interest. Good and
bad behaviours in changing circumstances are not easily to evaluate.

111. Choi, J-K & Bowles, S (2007) “The Co-evolution or
Parochial Altruism and War,” Science, Vol. 318, pp.
636-640 and Bowles, S (2009) “Did Warfare among
Ancestral Hunter-gatherers affect the Evolution of
Human Social Behaviours,” Science, Vol. 324, pp.
1293-1298.
112. Trivers, R (1971) “The Evolution of Reciprocal
Altruism,” The Quarterly Review of Biology, Vol. 46,
pp. 45-57.
113. See, Nicolis, G & Prigogine, I (1989) Exploring
Complexity: An introduction, WH Freeman & Co.:
New York, pp. 186 – 192. This has significant accord
with the understanding of information advanced by
Shannon, Chaitin and Kolmogorov cited earlier.
114. Simon, HA (1957). Models of Man: Social and
Rational. Mathematical essays of Rational Human
Behaviour in Society Setting.

108. Divided states may be vital to surviving in battle. Yet the
uncertainty of battle brings out an existential trust among fellow
combatants. This may have some accord with what has previously
described as “reciprocal altruism”.112 However, recent evolutionary biology presents a more realist picture of “parochial altruism”,
which is neither pure nor as integrated a state as reciprocal altruism.
These enduring evolutionary trends affirm our bounded rationality
and the asymmetric information richness113 ahead of us. Rigging
performance with ‘fixed’ measures predicating the assumption that
systems are static can be masked by the presentation of data as
precise information. However, unexpected change goes undetected
or is ignored. This will exacerbate the agency problem and offer
little or no prospect of it being solved by prescribing ever more
elaborate contract details. Albeit performance measures cannot
be optimally evaluated, “satisficing”114 is possible within the flow
of time and need not be wide open to abuse. Relativism and pure
contingency is not the alternative to the DICK trap. Rather realism
about the relationship between uncertainty and energy (entropy and
negentropy) can move from static data towards measuring healthy
transformation in terms of in-formation.
109. These realities notwithstanding, bogus measures can and
do reward strictly rational behaviours. These may feed on manias
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but are not necessarily themselves outbursts of “irrational exuberance”. The unhealthy interaction of strict rational behaviour and
manias or irrational exuberance is driven by being “loss averse”115
rather than averse to risk or uncertainty. The prospects of losing
market share or yields can spur the unhealthy uptake of innovation.
This sentiment can be reinforced by rational incentives.
110. For example, from the 1933 US Glass-Steagall Act to its
full and final repeal in 1999 via the rise of universal banks since
London’s Big Bang in 1986, ethos and behavioural changes are
telling. Conglomerates of retail, commercial and investment banks
grew fast in the last quarter of a century. By the turn of the
millennium these universal banks numbered five – all US owned.
This has now been reduced to three. All bar one major bank is run
by a veteran of investment or casino banking.116 For now, only Brian Moynihan of Bank of America has a retail banking background.
117
Despite the havoc wrought by financial engineering’s exotic instruments (Credit Default Swaps (CDS) spawning Collateralised
Debt Obligations (CDO) bundles, which were diced and sliced as
CDO2 etc) for pursuing yield, investment bankers rule and continue
to be rewarded. The on-going economic crises may yet change the
incumbent order, albeit with little political or economic grace.
111. Every organisation would do well to be equipped with
reliable Indicator and Warning (I&W) measures for such changes,
particularly how they relate to decline. Early warnings can offer time
to deal with challenges while manageable. However, if ignored, the
organisation can creep into an entrenched organisational decline.
Eventually the failure of leadership to shape futures and navigate
passage through uncertainty will be observable. Market share will
change for the worse, profits will slump, liquidity will dry up, and
oncoming insolvency will mark the organisation’s demise as a going
concern. These measures tend to lag rather than lead indicators.
Turnaround will be difficult to achieve. Taxpayers and voters will
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115. Kahmann, D & Tversky, A (1979). Prospect Theory:
An Analysis of Decision under Risk.
116. See, Strange, S (1986) Casino Capitalism and (1996)
The retreat from the state: The diffusion of power
in the World Economy.
117. Kay, J (2011) What Bob Diamond Really Tells Us
About the City www.ft.com accessed 8 Nov, ’11.
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not and cannot tolerate or afford the moral hazard universal bankers enjoy. That intolerance will extend to any other financial services
provider (securities, insurer etc) that relies on being “too big / connected to fail”.
112. There are some lead indicators to work with; however,
these are less often cited or even mentioned on the balance sheet.
Elsewhere, the symptoms are well described. Entrapment in
decline – rather like partaking in bubbles – involves self-deception
(e.g. managers take the highs and lows of cycles to be the norm).
Hierarchy orientation characterises organisations in which decisionmaking is absorbed with the organisation’s own micro-politics
rather than their fitness for their markets. Rigidity increases, reducing innovation to the most timid of increments. Although such
patterns of behaviour may arise from being victims of their own
former successes. The desire for acceptance discourages healthy arguments and conformity penalises anyone rocking the boat. Too much
consensus and compromise leads to a watering down of responsibility.118
113. These symptoms enable Lorange and Nelson to offer nine
characteristic indicators: excess personnel; tolerance of incompetence; cumbersome administrative procedures; disproportionate
staff power; replacement of substance with form; scarcity of clear
goals and decision benchmarks; fear of embarrassment and conflict;
loss of effective communication; and outdated organisational structure. How reliable these characteristics are as measurable indicators,
and how much warning time they buy to do what is necessary to
make a turn for the better, are the follow-up questions that matter.
They are not just issues for universal bankers. Every sector of once
developed economies needs to consider what these decline I&W
mean for them.
118. Lorange, P & Nelson, T (1987) How to Recognise –
Avoid – Organizational Decline.
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114. Decline I&W within firms will not be the same in all circumstances. The on-going economic crises underscore that point.
To understand how companies could succeed in a down-turn, the
impact of the Great Recession or Stagnation on growth has to be
considered. Real wealth has fallen in four of the original G7 countries (i.e. US, UK, Italy and France). Japan has stagnated for over
a decade. Germany is a mainstay of global structural imbalances.
Only Canada seems healthy.
115. Early in the crises, people had little sense of how much
wealth they or their nations had lost. Understanding the severity
of that reduction and foreboding about the future is increasing.
Consumer confidence is not reviving. Simultaneous export-led
growth in so many large economies at once is more a forlorn
hope than a reality, no matter how much currencies are debased.
Deleveraging has not happened and the Credit Crunch is again
tightening with liquidity drying up as counterpart mistrust grows.
Tax revenues falter and pension funds deplete. All of which results
in companies hoarding cash.
116. Healthy creative destruction that embraces crises eludes
policymakers. Instead, destructive retrenchment or creationist waste
are the only alternatives on offer and both seem only to mask symptoms and blunder into subsequent crises. Companies may use the
downturn to cut costs that would be difficult to tackle in less fearful
times. However, such “shock therapies” only partially work. They
can weaken a business ahead of an upturn too. Particularly in recessions, a firm in good financial health needs to drive transformation
into readiness for change. Genuine growth, however, seldom actually successfully occurs through acquisitions unless they enter new
markets. Instead, strategic planning has to be geared towards continuous improvement,119 beyond renovation and towards multiple
innovations.
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119. Chakravarthy, B & Lorange, P (2007) Continuous
Renewal, & How Best Buy Did It.
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117. Renovation only goes as far as protecting and extending
a company’s existing market share. Since competencies eventually
lose their distinctiveness, competitors can easily catch up. What
are required are new competencies that enable the core business
to drive competitiveness onwards. Porter singles out the difference
but then makes it static. What is called for is a sequence of “build”
and “leverage”120 steps whereby new competencies are built with the
aim of future leveraging into new markets. Both these steps deliver
measurable pathways for growth through multiple innovations or
transformation.

120. Chakravarthy, B & Lorange, P (2007) ibid.
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CHAPTER THREE
How Multi-Innovation Can
Produce Transformation

Capability Readiness Levels
118. Transformation can only happen if we understand
why learning fails. Then how to transform becomes realistic,
specifically in terms of learning behaviours working on multiple
coherent timescales. The last chapter offered the proposition
that capabilities are evolving ecologies of competencies and technology. Diagram 6 (above) illustrated why capabilities disintegrate
because of a failure to invest in competencies. This is not just
the competencies of the evolving user communities but also the
developers and researchers. Competencies are neglected and
mismanaged because it is easier to focus on selling what seems
more tangible. Yet such fixation on tangibles undermines returns
on investments (RoI).

121. Orthodox use of the term BoI speaks of Balance of
Investment. This lends itself to overriding assumptions of status quo, even if dressed up as dynamic
equilibrium. Changing the word balance for blend
underscores the reality of time moving onwards
and the dynamics of mixing investments when data
is always already incomplete.

119. The evolutionary process of DIG is energised by the interactive production of knowledge. This cannot only improve RoI but
works across dynamic portfolios of capabilities among which exploration and exploitation seek out better Blends of Investments121
(BoI). It is the interactive use of knowledge to produce knowledge
across networks of diverse relationships – rather than money to
beget money – that is vital to the fitness of competencies at all
levels. This is how competencies evidence continuous learning
behaviours. It may not be helpful to cast these as human, social
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or intellectual capital, particularly when these do not (yet) appear
on the balance sheet. The economic relationships between time to
learn, BoI and RoI are becoming more evident.
120. Large scale productivity gains (e.g. for the US economy)
had been thought to be underpinned by the uptake of technology.122
Of course, technology is based on research and development but
commoditised sales of technology rather than measures of learning
are more easily registered in the accounts. Ease of accounting does
not necessarily account for or improve RoI. More recent research
has been able to consider the pay-off for complementary investments in technology, research, education and training not just
buying kit. The proportions are stark. Roughly whatever the cost
of technology, to gain a good RoI ten times that figure needs to
be invested in research, education and training for improvements
to work. Such improvements may merely involve catching up with
benchmarks and standards. Or it could be about achieving competitive advantage through incremental or disruptive innovation.
In either case, the key ingredient to meshing the learning of competencies with technology is leadership.
121. If the price of the technology is high, little wonder neither buyers nor sellers want to address a figure ten times that size
to achieve a real capability. However, failure to do so produces far
greater through life costs and diminishes RoI. The habit of behaving in such ways also indicates systemic problems likely to recur in
other investments (i.e. unhealthy BoI will accumulate from poor
RoI’s based on the same mistaken approach to competencies).
Diagram 7 (below) illustrates the problem but also offers ways to
achieve better outcomes. It has two simple features:
•
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The three dimensions of technology availability, environmental forces, and people’s competencies to learn are

122. Solow, RM (1956) op cit.
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placed on three concentric rings that zoom in on timescales (e.g. years); and
•

 traffic light indicator of capability fitness is assessed in
A
terms of use-value, durability and coherence for which
Green is fit for purpose, Amber is fitness in need of work,
and Red is not fit for purpose.

122. Zooming in on the plurality of timescales is an important
change elaborated throughout the remainder of this chapter. It
is important to note that Diagram 7 is not repudiating the fact
that some capabilities are decades in the making. Moreover, the
tangibles delivered will only require training to sustain a workforce
operating unchanging technology in an unchanging environment.
Spelt out on these terms however, it is obvious that such capabilities
are an increasing rarity.
123. Environments change appreciably within minutes, hours,
days and months, let alone years, as does the availability of technology. The learning competencies for such incessant change are
vital. A three year time horizon is pragmatic. It not only puts
technological change into realistic perspective but also matches the
human and organisational issues with organisational churn through
posts for business and political careers. Pretending otherwise simply
leads to constant reviews and enquiries into why projects and programmes fail but with no one held to account. This does not make
a virtue of short termism but is realistic about behaviour, not least
driven by reporting on accounting periods.
124. Conversely, the charge of short termism can lead to long
termism that is no better at delivering RoI. The red blob out on a
technological limb in Diagram 7 is illustrative. ‘Long term turnkeykey’ programmes too often fail. They shrink wrap whole elephant
solutions, which combined with Service Level Agreements (SLA)
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and Joint Venture (JV) arrangements impose certainties that will
not stand the test of time, even over the short duration. Having
eventually abandoned the trap of requirements capture, In-Service
Dates (ISD) slip and cost overruns mount. What is delivered is
already unfit for the environment and is likely only to bemuse
users already attuned to more up to date technology. The contractual binds of SLA or JVs only compound these procurement flaws
through life. The ongoing or evolutionary acquisition of capabilities
– grounded in competencies for continuous learning among users
and developers – is deadened.

123. “A NASA researcher, Stan Sadin, conceived the first
scale in 1974. It had seven levels which were not
formally defined until 1989. In the 1990s NASA
adopted a scale with nine levels which gained
widespread acceptance across industry and remains
in use today”. Quote available at http://www.nasa.
gov/topics/aeronautics/features/trl_demystified.
html accessed 30th Nov ’12. See, also, Mankins, JC
(1995) Technology Readiness Levels: A White Paper.

125. The overuse of Technology Readiness Levels (TRL)123
and Training Needs Analysis (TNA) has much to answer for.
These methods doubtless had wider applicability when the pace of
innovation was slower; technology readiness could run in parallel
with high volume training.124 There will be circumstances in which
the assumptions underpinning these methods still hold. However,
simply considering the pace at which Human Computer Interfaces
(HCI) were formerly designed in comparison with websites or
mobile apps evidences how rapidly training needs now change – let
alone education or in-service research. This is why agile program
or systems developers work with users from the Graphic User
Interface (GUI) outward. It is neither a top-down nor bottom-up
approach. Instead, it is middle-out and focused on what users do
and how they learn.

124. See, for example, McGehee, W and Thayer, P. W.
(1961) Training in Business and Industry, on the
early defining features of training and performance
in relation to peoples development aspirations and
organisational learning needs. For more recent
over-use criticism, see for example, Leat, M J
and Lovell, M J (1997) Training Needs Analysis:
Weaknesses in the Conventional Approach., and
Antonacopoulou, E.P. (2001) ‘The Paradoxical
Nature of the Relationship Between Training and
Learning’.

126. Going with the organisational learning grain can overturn change fatigue. Users and developers steadily gain a deeper
and wider appreciation of what is in the art of the possible. This
improves RoI and can scale to BoI, as the next sections on composability and tractability outline. This is based on earning trust
through delivering fit for purpose capabilities that can evolve
because technology, competencies and the environment are all
considered within realistic timescales. In Diagram 7 (above) a
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green capability is centred within the first year. The amber light
beyond the year is not necessarily a cause for alarm. Realism
about Delivery-Innovation-Growth (DIG) means that the onset
of amber is a prospect for repeat business based on productivity
gains rather than ISD slippage and cost overruns. The empiricist
and entrepreneurial ethos for exploration is vital to building such
confidence. Trust is misplaced if invested exclusively in what is
exploitable.
127. At Best Buy, senior leaders needed to be prepared to make
obsolete some of their core competencies and retire capabilities
which were then no longer necessary.125 In essence, they suggested
that new services and products should be pursued which disrupted
both the market position of competitors and may also possibly
cause internal disruptions (creative destruction).126 They evidenced
that, as the competencies and capabilities become redundant over
time, the process of continuous renewal would allow a corporation
to seek out new opportunities and develop distinct capabilities.
128. Over the course of four decades, Best Buy’s market reach
has been extended geographically from North America to the
regions of the Far East and Europe. Although, the recent £1.1Bn
Joint Venture with Carphone launched in 2008 has collapsed and
Best Buy has retreated from the UK. Within Best Buy top management allowed for experimentation and possessed the decisiveness
to “kill failed experiments promptly”.127 Learning from failure is an
extremely effective way to learn and can propel innovation providing there is an avoidance of the blame game which often arises
when organisations are too focused on exploitation rather than
exploration.
129. In sum: Diagram 7 (above) illustrates the power of
Capability Readiness Levels (CRL). This offers far more than
lagging customer satisfaction reports. Users and developers can
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125. Chakravarthy, B & Lorange, P (2007) op cit, p. 5.
126. Foster, R & Kaplan, S (2001) Creative Destruction:
Why Companies That Are Built to Last
Underperform the Market-And How to Successfully
Transform Them.
127. Chakravarthy, B & Lorange, P (2007) op cit, p. 6.
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together build up new skills and a deeper knowledge of the changing environment and how capabilities can evolve as ecologies. CRL
enables competencies and technology to gear off one another to
achieve fitness through time, not just at a point in time. Using CRL
to navigate evolutionary pathways can broaden to the composability
of capabilities across time and deepen along generations of capabilities through time. The next section details how CRL can be used
for both temporal dimensions. These uses of CRL offer a significant advance for all stakeholders in smarter acquisition.128 They are
grounded in the most flexible and adaptable resource we have – our
competencies to learn.

Composability: The fitness of innovative capabilities across
real time
128. See, for example, Intellect (2010) Improving the
Acquisition of Information Superiority Capabilities.
This paper again underscores the need for smarter
acquisition in MoD, albeit MoD is far from alone in
confronting the challenge. It was followed by the
2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR)
report, which acknowledges similar concerns given:
• Variable capability timescales;
• Shorter technology life cycles; and,
• Technology and knowledge transfer to customers.
The Great Recession makes the urgency of the need
apparent to everyone, whether public, private or
third sector. Venues that bring users and developers
into more productive and direct relations and create a space for healthy co-operation and competition – as appropriate to spur DIG – could not be
more vital. Strangely Intellect saw no evidence of
this happening in the more dynamic Information
Services sector, with no commercially viable models
to facilitate productive customer-supplier collaboration in the pre-contract phases obvious. They
did suggest to MoD that they should maximise
existing historical collaborations between UK MoD
and the Defence Industries, such as Joint Network
Information Board (JNIB) and Niteworks.

130. Activities seldom involve just one capability. A vendor
may sell a bundle of capabilities more or less integrated. Users
may assemble capabilities from one or more suppliers of technology or competencies as well as by adding these to some they have
developed themselves. Capabilities may be assembled through partnerships or contracted services too. Although Diagram 7 (above)
addresses a single capability, each fitness criteria is related within
a given capability and among other capabilities. This is not limited
to the coherence fitness criteria. Any capability’s use-value and
durability will be affected by how capabilities interrelate. Here this
is termed composability (see Diagram 8, below).
131. The composability of a capability or capabilities is a measure of the combinatorial quantity and quality of relationships a
capability or assemblage of capabilities can make. Some capabilities
are largely self-contained and need only relate to other capabilities
remotely. Highly composable systems enable the selection and
assemblage of diverse combinations of capabilities. This can either
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enable capability packages to address different user requirements
or the same user requirements in different ways. High composability promotes versatility and durability. This may include relations
with capabilities of lower composability and individual fitness.
Composability is not a counsel of perfection.
132. Composability criteria can be summarised as narrow,
broad, shallow and deep. Narrow self-contained capabilities may
be fit for purpose because they depend on relations with few or no
other capabilities. Nevertheless, narrow composability sacrifices
the versatility that comes with broad and deep composability. A
capability with shallow composability may have a short lifespan but
combine well with other capabilities during that short duration.
However, shallow capabilities could be easily replaced or prone to
version or generational changes that sap composability. A capability with broad composability is versatile and can be recombined in
many configurations of capabilities. If too few highly composable
capabilities are available, their versatility can be more of a vice than
a virtue. Deep composability enables capabilities to gracefully transition through generational changes.
133. Here composability is being considered synchronically.
That is during a slice across the flow of time. The slice may be
thinner or thicker. A thinner slice may not reveal how fortunate
aligning capabilities of very different lifespans and maturities are.
A thicker synchronic time slice will begin to reveal the difficulties of sustaining composability through time, spanning different
life spans and maturities.129 Composability profiles build in the
fundamentals of capability readiness being underpinned by learning competencies. The agility and versatility of highly composable
systems is largely due to the competencies of users and developers.
This can be in the design as much as improvising with combinations. The composability criteria (deep, shallow, narrow, broad)
also draw attention to the lifespan and maturities of capabilities in
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129. This thickness or thinness of slices of composability
across time can be evidenced through database
tomography as pioneered by Ronald Kostoff at
the US Office of Naval Research. See, for example,
Kostoff, RN (2003) Science and Technology Text
Mining: Origins of database tomography and multiword phrase clustering.
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Diagram 8
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combinations. Use-value has to relate to the flow of time not just
an exploitable yield at one point in time.
134. Diagram 8 (above) illustrates how evolving capabilities
can be assessed for their synchronic composability. Doing so is
pragmatic, not just in terms of better exploiting the underlying
competencies that make systems composable but also in terms of
beginning to sense the potential for change. It becomes harder to
resist transformation when composability profiles highlight lifespan
and maturity challenges. Driving up efficiency is not necessarily the
answer. Lifting aspirations through enhancing learning competencies becomes a more attractive way forward.

Real Time Instrumentation
135. Earlier the pattern of lagging data and its affects on
peoples’ prospects for driving transformation were described (see
Diagram 3, above). Academic data also tends to be polarised
between users and developers as well as between quantitative
(structured data) and qualitative data (less or unstructured data).
This overall polarisation of lagging data seems only to be overcome
by the anecdotal post hoc memoires of Captains of Industry. As
longitudinal reflections, these may well have synthesised patterns
of evidence with enduring merit but still lag the pace of events by
years and decades. Journalism also fills some of the gaps created by
academic publishing drag and disciplinary fragmentation. Good
journalism has plenty of scope to assess data fast and in transdisciplinary ways. With investigative journalism being hollowed
out in recent decades, the gaps in assessing lagging and divided
data sets are not well filled. It would be unlikely to detect a coherent research programme among journalists. These trends are now
crossing a threshold of major change, as illustrated in the contrast
between Diagram 9 (below) and Diagram 3 (above).
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Diagram 9
Real Time Instrumentation of Transformation
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136. The availability of “Big Data”130 heralds not just a PostBureaucratic Age for the public sector but all enterprises. This need
not further skew attention towards easy to obtain structured data;
less structured data is becoming easier to assess too. Moreover,
big data does not necessarily lead to big information. Adhering to
Shannon’s definition of information can keep information overload
down. The assessment tools may use complex mathematics but are
becoming easier for both users and developers to employ and share
the products of. Indeed, algorithmic measures of information are
precisely the way to reduce data deluge to timely, accurate and
actionable information.131 Visualisation and animation plays a big
part in making participation in data sharing and assessment viable.
However, the main incentives come from users and developers
accelerating healthy innovation.132 Making healthy innovation
easier builds confidence. This can grow to making multi-innovation
desirable; building the momentum for transformation becomes
viable more often than hitherto.
137. According to Gartner, by 2015, companies that have
adapted to Big Data will have begun to outperform unprepared
competitors by 20% in every available financial metric. Such a
precise claim will doubtless be open to falsification if Big Data
fulfills some of its promise. Certainly the promise of providing differentiated competitive insights, even with the technical complexities, does require the large scale consumption and an innovative
approach to the analysis of large public and private data sets. These
are currently routinely processing petabytes and even exabytes of
data. For some, the economics of cloud computing, already predicates declines in the cost of data storage, application maintenance,
bandwidth and computer time. Whether such assumptions are fulfilled or not, the combination of technology push and marketeering
could rapidly make accessing Big Data through Cloud Computing
a reality for enterprises very much smaller than Google.133 Such
top-down managerial and technological push has its drawbacks.
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130. Lukowitz, P, Bishop, S (2011) Pervasive Adaptation:
The Next Generation Pervasive Computing Research
Agenda – ( From Context Awareness to Socially
Interactive Computing).
131. Chaitin, G (1992) Information Theoretic
Incompleteness.
132. Buckingham Shum, S, Ferguson, R. (2011) Social
Learning Analytics.
133. AMD White Paper (2010) “Big Data-it’s not just for
Google anymore”.
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138. Mapping and navigating innovation pathways is a growing challenge. Tracking how large scale investments in research
flows through development of technology and on to products in the
market have never been easy. The programmes through which these
flows happen are complex and evolve. They are quite distinct from
projects. Breaking programmes up into projects that are manageable using GANTT charts can gain some traction but can also be
badly overdone. The ensemble of GANTT charts does not make
evolutionary reality more navigable. Overuse of project tools can
lead programmes into dead ends. To overcome these issues different levels of abstraction are needed. Ultimately, these abstractions
must make evolving trajectories tractable.

134. Kostoff, RN; Toothman, DR; Eberhart, HJ &
Humenik, JA (2001) Text mining using database
tomography and bibliometrics: A review., Kostoff,
RN; Eberhart, HJ & Toothman DR (1997) Database
tomography for information retrieval. And Ronald
N Kostoff (1993) Database tomography for technical intelligence.

139. The work of Ronald Kostoff evidences how different
levels of abstraction are achievable without making the resulting
applications impenetrable to users. Working for the US Office of
Naval Research (ONR), the challenge for Kostoff was to provide
their commanding Admiral with charts to navigate from ‘blue skies’
research to the acquisition of technology from the marketplace.
Kostoff researched concepts for retrieving salient information
from large textual databases, in particular citation indexes and patent registers. He used the concept of Database Tomography for
his approach to the bibliometrics of extracting multiword phrase
frequencies and phrase proximities.134 These patterns offered indicators for emerging disruptive technology. Technology road mapping then charts developments into the marketplace. For this task
Kostoff developed Graphical Modelling Systems (GMS) application. Diagram 10 (below) illustrates the bibliometric use of GMS.
It evidences a hiatus between the work of Kostoff and others in
related fields vital to catalyzing multi-innovation.
140. GMS is a front end to Microsoft Excel and Access.
Whilst database tomography is not a term in everyday use, Kostoff
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was very pragmatic with his application, in at least three powerful
ways:
•

 MS piggy backs Microsoft’s near ubiquitous software as
G
a front end for MS Excel and Access;

•

 MS achieves what neither relational data bases nor
G
GANTT charts can for programmes, visualization of the
most complex relations in user friendly ways; and,

•

The application was available as freeware.

141. Kostoff may have started from a top-down perspective
on how to manage the uptake of disruptive technology but his
application opened up quite different prospects. From data base
tomography involving advanced mathematics, he built a readily
usable application that made sharing information easy. He also
came to understand that workshops in which participants from
many disciplinary fields participate were vital to enabling healthy
innovation.135 There are principles in Kostoff’s legacy that are very
much worth building upon. The hiatus mapped in Diagram 10
needs to be bridged.

135. Kostoff, RN (1999) Science and Technology
Innovation.
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Diagram 10
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142. GMS is not a web-based application. Kostoff made
enormous strides in opening up database tomography and technology road mapping to a wide range of users. However, if multiinnovation is to reach beyond developers as exclusive users, it
must reach a far more diverse community. GMS needs to evolve
radically. This does not detract from the potential of the legacy
Kostoff has created, the value of which is recognisable for SMEs136
by some. However, this is a rare example of the value reaching
from the US side of the Atlantic to Europe. Some are working
hard to improve the capacity to innovate with bibliometrics and
related techniques.137 It will be unfortunate if those efforts remain
stuck at or retreat to the invention end of innovation pathways.
Opening up the innovation bottleneck from invention onwards
is vital. Applications for modelling, mapping and navigating
innovation need to span the full range of innovation ecosystems.
This will require research and education to simultaneously support
innovation138 on a scale hitherto unknown but now realistic and an
economic imperative.
143. The take up of real time instrumentation will not be flawless in the best of circumstances. Any such flaws will be exacerbated
if real time instrumentation merely intensifies short-termism. The
perils of the “race to zero” in HFT, in particular, and algorithmic
trading more generally have been demonstrated in the continuing
assessment of the May 2010 “Flash Crash”. Thin slicing time until
bunched at a speed of light (either Planck’s or Dirac’s Constant)
for increasingly homogenised transactions is perhaps not wise.
However, it reinforces the importance of real-time instrumentation
that regulators are already anticipating the consequences and seeking reliable indicators for tipping points.139 HFT perhaps marks the
cutting edge of a real-time instrumentation arms race. Healthier
uses of such innovations can be discovered on other fronts. In particular, these can be designed and used as evolving instruments fit
for evolving ecosystems.
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136. See, for example, Dou, H & Dou, J-M Jr (2005) The
processes of building knowledge: The case of SMEs
and distance learning.
137. Bhogal, R, Broekstra, J, Crowlesmith, I, de Waard, A,
Fluit, C, Kampman, A, Scerri, T, Stuckenschmidt, H,
van Buel, J, van Harmelen, F, van Mulligen, E, (2004)
Exploring Large Document Repositories with RDF
Technology: The DOPE Project.
138. Buckingham Shum, S. and Ferguson, R. (2011).
Social Learning Analytics.
139. Haldane, A (2011) “The Race to Zero” speech given
to the International Economic Association Sixteenth
World Congress, Beijing, China.
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144. Vast volumes of data travelling at great speed in networks
need not be monopolised by short-termism. Indeed, such data
will make evolutionary patterns easier to assess across a variety of
durations and diverse users. The value of longitudinal data sets can
complement the harvesting of more instantaneous data streams and
vice versa. Big data on these terms is vital to better understanding
and acting in ecosystems, where change is inevitable. Nevertheless,
healthy transformation requires more. Real time instrumentation
can open up participation in transformation. It does so not just by
making quantitative data more seductive. If the details of transaction behaviours are not to become locked up in privacy concerns,
then the value from sharing data needs to be understood in greater
depth and breadth. This increasingly involves quantitative and
qualitative data streams within which users and developers can both
sense evolutionary patterns.

140. Wang, P (2009) An Integrative Framework for
Understanding the Innovation Ecosystem.
141. Zipf, GK (1949) Human Behavior and the Principle
of Least Effort, Addison-Wesley: Cambridge, MA.

145. Real-time instrumentation could be very empowering for
the whole economy because it engages users and developers in their
evolving ecosystems. Social software is making discourse analysis
on multiple scales not only feasible but also easier.140 For example,
it can overcome the passivity and delays that skew datasets and their
analysis from asking users to “recall” their experience. Instead, users
and developers can interact empirically. This builds up a richer and
more useful description of the overall context of both production
and use of innovation which has hitherto been missing. Coupled
with bibliometrics, discourse analysis can begin to zoom in on evidence of asymmetric forces for transformation at work in networks.
After all, the importance of Power Laws was first highlighted by
Zipf’s bibliometric studies from the 1930s onwards.141 Business
analytic software and bibliometrics allow for a much larger quantity
of structured and unstructured data (e.g. free text) to be assessed
than previously achievable. This enables real time observation of
and participation in ecosystem awash with more or less healthy
change.
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146. Real-time instrumentation can support and enable multiinnovation. This is kept healthy because it has a healthy respect for
irreducible uncertainties and goes with grain of our competencies to
learn. Together these make the prospects of transformation realistic
through DIG. Such realism always deserves a note of caution. For
some “Big Data” offers the prospect of revealing sociological laws,
enabling them to predict socio-economic instability, revolutions
and crises. There may well be islets of control in a sea of change
but focusing exclusively on these will be unhealthy and undermine
confidence and the desire for healthy transformation. Data determinacy, such as, cherry-picking products and services for anticompetitive profiteering will invite backlashes. This point can be
amplified in three ways:
•

Firstly the term information asymmetry can be used in
confused and contradictory ways, particularly with regard
to markets. The efficient market hypothesis fosters the
assumption that markets can be frictionless, if information is symmetrical across a would-be level playing field
(i.e. all participants – buyers, sellers and middlemen –
have equal access to perfect information). Of course, this
assumption is ideal. In reality, information is asymmetric
but for adherents to the efficient market hypothesis that
means anti-competitiveness is inevitable. The maths
of data and information says otherwise. Algorithmic
Information Theory142 accepts a reality in which data is
always incomplete and inconsistent because of time and
entropy but this complexity does not preclude information from being enriched by asymmetry and shared.143

•

 e economic implications of a more realistic understandTh
ing of asymmetric information are profound. For example, pursuing the exploitation of deterministic data can
undermine rather than enhance competitive advantage.
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142. Chaitin, G (1992) op cit.
143. Nicolis, G, Prigogine, I (1989) op cit.
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Decisive moments are marked by data incompleteness
and inconsistency. The passage through these moments
makes clear that diversity and selection are both vital.
Multi-innovation will make the importance of diversity
and selection clear. Over-selection will debase the fitness
of capabilities and their composability fast.
•

144. This addresses some of the concerns the adherents
of the Capabilities Approach but makes diversity
more enriching than an entitlement. It also offers
the prospect of addressing the transnational challenge they have highlighted.
145. Brynjolfson, E (2011) op cit.
146. Markoff, J Brown, B, Chui, M & Manyika, J (2011)
Government Aims to Build a ‘Data Eye in the Sky’ &
Brown, B, Chui, M & Manyika, J.

 inally the social impact of misconceiving asymmetric
F
information and profiteering from it will be registered
sooner than at any time in our history. Data determinacy
will invite powerful reactions from diverse groups of people.144

147. These pitfalls only underscore how multi-innovation
can equal transformation because data advantage is grasped in
evolutionary rather than deterministic terms. Big Data research
may signpost a further shift from using blind intuition or exploitation of fragmentary data snap shots towards using real time
instrumentation to support decisions and explore evolving environments (including markets). This change accompanies measurable
improvements in productivity and other performance measures.
Such leaps forward in instrumentation have previously marked
epochal changes, such as, what microscopes did for biology and
medicine. These changes will challenge the mind-sets of senior
executives – as much as anyone – about the role of information in
business and even the nature of competitive advantage.145
148. Some industries will realise the benefits sooner because
they are more ready to capitalise146 on data or have strong market
incentives to do so. For example, a next generation retailer will be
able to track the behaviour of individual customers from internet
click streams, update their preferences and model their potential
behaviour as events unfold in real time. Big Data could fundamentally provide a different type of decision making because users
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or customers will not only be reassured by participating in data
assessment but also more readily understand the benefits, not only
as active and intelligent users, but as entrepreneurs themselves.
Experimentation can flourish and engage the many as never before.
Real time instrumentation will enable exploration and navigation
on a hitherto unimaginable scale, making transformation a realistic
aspiration in which the many rather than the few really engage.

Tractability: Healthy transformation propelled through
time
149. Resilience requires moving forward and thriving on
uncertainty rather than just bouncing back to a putative status
quo ante. Chapter 2 explained why TRL and TNA may integrate
technology but do not integrate capabilities. CRL is grounded in
the competencies of people, systems and organisations’ capacity for
learning. Inasmuch as CRL can drive up fitness, which can be combinatorial grown through composability, this all has to go with the
evolutionary grain of the material base and the learning of competencies. This includes the evolutionary drag that rational incentives
and other acquired habits can inculcate. Time is the abiding factor
that too many change programmes reduce to simplistic clock time
– static chunks sliced thin or thick.
150. Healthy transformation has to come to terms with composability (concerning the pragmatic combinatorial options for
integrating capabilities of varying lifespans and maturities across
the flow of time) and tractability (concerning gains and losses of
power in evolving combinations of capability options running with
the flow of time over generations). Steering through the spate
of uncertainties produced by the flows of time demands no less.
Rather than attempting to protect a fixed position in such turbu-
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lent flows, evolutionary forces seek out room to manoeuvre147 (see
Diagram 11a, above).
151. Time is too often taken for granted in change programmes. Yet assumptions about the measure of time are now
drawing attention.148 It is difficult to overestimate how much has
been achieved by homogenising clock time in the last 250 years.
Longitudinal geographic positioning, train timetables, telegraphic
wire and wireless signals, cryptographic systems, HFT etc all
rely on synchronisation to ever thinner fractions of clock time.149
Nevertheless, the nature of time is not only conceived as chronos
or clock time. The Ancient Greeks also used the concept of kairos.
This runs together the nested rhythms of activities and lifespans of
various durations that break with the symmetry of synchronisation.
Kairos heralds a rupture or bifurcation. The concept of kairos (in
relation to chronos) is no longer buried in antiquity but becoming
an area of keen interest to studies of transformation. This spans
mathematical models150 and studies of evolving organisations151 and
adaptive markets.152
152. Diagram 11a (above) begins to consider how evolutionary
pathways move through time. These accept that path dependency
may not only involve non-ergodic systems in which cyclical behaviour can happen but also non-stationary in which path dependency does not cycle. Beyond ergodicity and stationarity clock time
lacks plurality; it has less purchase over the evolutionary pattern of
events.153 A plurality of times enables different composability profiles to be linked that span generations. Again a simple traffic light
for the evolutionary pathways indicates if capabilities are achieving more or less tractability with change by moving or relating in
the directions indicated. This is not about ideal worlds. Evolving
composability profiles may strengthen or weaken and trade-offs
will need to be made. Diagram 11a offers a dashboard for plotting
navigable innovation pathways.
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147. This more natural and evolutionary room to
manoeuvre than positivist or normative prospects
of entitlements espoused by the Capabilities
Approach, see, for example, Sen, A (2009) and
(1993) op cit.
148. See, for example, Vrobel, S (2007) The Kairos
Syndrome.
149. See, for example, Gleik (2011) The Information.
150. For an early example, see, Mandelbrot, B B and
Taylor, H W (1967), “On the Distribution of Stock
Price Differences”, where they use fractals to differentiate “clock time” from “volume time”.
151. See, for example, Crossan, M., Cunha, J. V., Vera, D.,
& Cunha, M. P. (2002, June). Time and organizational improvisation: Kairos meets Chronos, and Purser,
RE & Petranker, J (2004) “Unfreezing the Future
Exploring the Dynamic of Time in Organizational
Change”.
152. Lo, AW (2004) The Adaptive Markets Hypothesis:
Market Efficiency from an Evolutionary Perspective.
153. The full implications of times plurality beyond
the synchronisation of clock time is beyond the
scope of this paper. Nevertheless, the invocation
of “volume time” by the Bank of England’s Head of
Financial Stability suggests the plurality of times is
a major research issue.
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153. For example, Capability 3 in Diagram 11a can manoeuvre
from Composability Profile 1 to Composability Profile n along a
green pathway. Over-reaching to Composability Profile 2 turns the
pathway red. Whilst the fitness of the individual capability might
improve in terms of use-value, its internal coherence, particularly
in relation to other capabilities suffers. This is illustrative of recurring themes as firms that once had competitive advantage fall into a
familiar trap. Innovating faster than their customers need, they try
to push over engineered products that are expensive and inconvenient. This leaves their customer base wide open to frugal up-starts
who deliver not only what existing customers want at reduced
prices but open the market to former non-users. Incumbents
inadvertently open the door to disruptive innovation154 through a
failure to understand evolutionary pathways between composability
profiles. These pathways are not just chronological progressions
perpetuating past successes.

154. Christensen, C (2003) The Innovators Solution:
Creating sustainable growth and (1997) The
Innovators Dilemma, When new technologies cause
great firms to fail.
155. Sato, T & Valsiner, J (2010) Time in Life and Life in
Time: Between Experiencing and Accounting, Hoy,
DC (2009) The Time of Our Lives: A Critical History
of Temporality, and Hutchings, K (2008)Time and
World Politics: Thinking the Present.

154. Multi-innovation or transformation challenges will be
ill-served by overreliance on one conception of time – clock time
or chronos. Kairos offers a moment pregnant with possibilities.
Research is beginning to address the fitness of characteristics for
these different natures of time in both psychological and political
terms.155 Rational individualists and pure altruists may be better attuned to the chronos of peacetime. The kairos of disruptive
innovation may well favour parochial altruism, the characteristics
of which may be akin to entrepreneurial leadership. Such inferences are speculative but they could indicate productive areas of
empiricism as the imperative for multi-innovation grows, once
again mindful of the strategic context in which we now operate.
None of which need discourage us. Our capacity for innovation
has never been as great. Developing the learning competencies for
transformation is realistic but can also be inspiring.
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Transformation: For the multitudes beyond yesterday’s
masses
155. Addressing multi-innovation in terms of composability
and tractability has little to do with mass-innovation156 or masscustomisation. It has some sympathy with the advocates of open
innovation. However, if co-operation is not to turn into lowest
common denominator consensus blockages or anti-competitive
cartels, both of which stall innovative drive, then conflict and competition have to be part of a healthy mix that makes transformation
a reality. Evolution can be creative destruction. It does not have to
be just pro-cyclical austerity (as destructive creationism) or countercyclical expenditure (as creationist waste). Evolution can be left to
self-organise. The results of aeons of evolution are a complex marvel. However, our strategic predicament in the midst of ongoing
economic crises need more drive than self-organisation.
156. Such drive remains evolutionary. Our learning competencies and technology are evolutionary products too. Throughout this
paper, constant reference has been made to evolution requiring
diversity and selection. Diagram 11b (below) builds on that point.
Unlike Diagram 11a (above) diversity and selection are indicated
through exploration of capability options and evolutionary pathways.
157. This diagram again illustrates a potential future dashboard
for real time instrumentation of multi-innovation or transformation. It builds on the cladistic research into evolving organisations157
but rather than just charting historic pathways it suggests options
for exploring ways forward, which build on the models and simulations such cladistic researchers have pioneered. This opens the prospect of considering evolutionary path dependencies, which are nonergodic and non-stationary (i.e. involving a plurality of times not
just ‘clock-time’). The diversity and selection processes Diagram
11b presents, underpinned by advanced evolutionary modelling
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156. Leadbeater, C (2008) op cit.
157. Allen, PM (2010) “Complexity and Management”, in
Handbook of the Philosophy of Science.
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and simulation can enable empiricism and entrepreneurship to
work together as never before. Learning to use such toolsets would
require broad and deep engagement between users and developers.
However, the incentives would be alert to our bounded rationality,
whether a parochial altruist or not. Such tools are not only feasible
but can work with the evolutionary grain to promote transformation fit for our times.
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CONCLUSION
The Realities of Transformation

Summary: Learning through Evolutionary Modelling
158. Transformation is often called for but too seldom
delivered in anything more than rhetoric. This report examines the growing imperative for making healthy transformation
achievable. Here, transformation is defined in terms of multiinnovation not intermittent, one-off, undifferentiated or poorly
differentiated mass-innovation. Without greater confidence in
transformation, competitive advantage is becoming easier to lose
and harder to gain. Today’s turbulent economic climate merely
underscores the nature of the challenges overtaking us, unless
transformation becomes a reality.
159. The Great Recession, sparked in 2007, persists today.
Structural imbalances between several major economies will not be
rectified soon. Even if a depression is avoided, a Great Stagnation
already hangs over the world-economy. The implications of the
on-going economic crises are sending shockwaves forward into
the greatest on-coming challenges humanity has ever faced. In
the course of the next few years and decades, demographic pressures, resource scarcity, urbanisation and collapsing biodiversity
will resonate with the consequences of today’s actions or inaction.
Multi-innovation may be our saving grace. The need for healthy
transformation is paramount. Transformation requires Delivery,
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Innovation and Growth (DIG) to happen in the real economy.
With such a stark but realistic assessment to the fore, this document’s aim was:
• To assess how the challenges of delivering healthy transformation
programmes across organisations can be navigated successfully.
160. Addressing this aim required a multi-disciplinary approach,
which is derived and adapted from Net Assessment. This makes
transformation pivotal, underscored by the growth of multi-innovation as vital to delivering competitive advantages and overall fitness. Throughout the document urges realism. Learning is not inevitable; innovation can be unhealthy. Healthy transformation requires healthy learning behaviours, especially from those exercising
leadership roles. The flow of reasoning throughout the document
builds on these themes and opens trans-disciplinary evidence to
falsification. The body of the report consists of three chapters:
•
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Chapter 1 considers trends in the evidence base within our
current strategic context, not least shaped by on-going
economic crises. It concludes that the academic literature
on innovation is fragmented and lags the pace of change
but makes no mention of ‘transformational behaviour’. It
is also polarised between highly structured data focused
on developers and less structured data (e.g. free text)
about users. This pattern of evidence indicates scope for
accelerating the uptake of innovation, particularly when
academia itself remains stuck at the invention end of innovation. Fissures between academia, SMEs and Primes
make the life of entrepreneurs hard but can be overcome.
Hubs and clusters for transformation are emerging as the
advent of micro-Multinational Corporations and Système
Débrouillard perhaps evidence.
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 hapter 2 uses the best available research to explain why
C
organisational learning too often fails to deliver transformation through DIG. It concludes Drucker’s claim that
knowledge is now the primary resource (beyond land,
labour and financial capital) can be grounded in mathematical advances defining information, which will support
fitness for transformation, not least by escaping the DICK
trap. This scientific grounding is not affirmed by narrow
approaches to competencies, which debase evolutionary
capabilities and render the enduring capacity for fitness in
dynamic environments less tractable. Irrespective of the
harm caused, bogus growth measures reward rational but
unhealthy behaviour. All of which can better explain why
organisations fail to learn in reality.

•

 hapter 3 considers how to overcome known organisaC
tional learning pathologies in ways fit for our evolving circumstances. It concludes that introducing the Capability
Readiness Levels (CRL) framework can help to overcome
the limitations of too narrow a view of technology and
training. CRL works with the grain of the material base
and peoples’ learning competencies. This not only enables
the fitness of capabilities to evolve through learning but
also makes a greater span of capabilities composable. It is
the prospect of Real Time Instrumentation that makes
composability realistic across time and tractable with the
flow of time. At no point does Chapter 3 advocate what
should be done. True to realism it states the art of the possible as hypotheses, which can open up ways to navigate
healthy transformations because these are open to falsification.

161. This paper ends by offering ways forward that can foster
an ethos for healthy transformation through empiricism and entre-
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Diagram 12
Modelling Framework for Evolutionary Learning
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preneurship working in concert. This is summarised in Diagram 12
(above) as the challenge of steering through uncertainty to deliver
transformation. Such a proposition is made tractable by evolutionary modelling grounded in real competencies for learning, which
scale through composable capabilities to growing the capacity for
fitness given the reality of evolving environments. In short – DIG
for realism.
162. The importance of healthy transformation cannot be
over-stated and is far from just a Western concern. The last phase
of globalisation has made sure of that. Given the scale of the
challenges already confronted from the economic crises onwards,
transformation has to mean multi-innovation. Transformation is
a trans-disciplinary endeavour grounded in constant learning. It
affirms knowledge as the primary resource. Fortunately, humanity has never had greater capacity for innovation. Whatever the
evolutionary imperatives for transformation, it will not entirely
self-organise. Design and leadership can catalyse transformation.
To turn these prospects into desirable outcomes is not a foregone
conclusion.

Ways forward: Empiricism and entrepreneurism combine
163. We are in the midst of epochal changes. Breaking out
of the Great Stagnation and becoming better poised for the even
greater challenges ahead makes transformation vital. Empiricism
and entrepreneurship can combine to make transformation a reality. We have to continually learn how DIG (Delivery, Innvovation
and Growth) for realism works. In addressing the challenges of
healthy transformation everyone can participate. We therefore need
to consider further how we can act on the following six items:
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•

 nergy = In-Formation = Uncertainty. The understandE
ing of what information is, is too often confused with the
noise of data taken as certainty. People and organisations
need to treat information as unexpected change and address
risk accordingly. This is a basic point for anyone investing
in and working on how to achieve healthy transformation.

•

 ubs and clusters. Real information invites transforH
mation by clustering at attractive hubs. These offer vital
venues at which pluralities of knowledge catalyse work
with the evolutionary grain. They are crucibles – grounded
in diversity and selection – through which the competitive advantages achieve delivery, innovation and growth.
Confidence in their design, operation and closure needs
more empiricism and entrepreneurship.

•

 ptake of CRL. For transformation to gain traction
U
competencies for continuous learning are indispensable,
underscoring how knowledge is now the primary resource.
It propels our learning competencies, not only determining the fitness of a capability but also the composability of
different capabilities across time. The uptake of Capability
Readiness Levels (CRL) offers a simple framework for
enabling transformation open to falsification.

•

 evelopment of RTI. Big Data does not necessarD
ily provide big information. Developing Real Time
Instrumentation (RTI) for transformation is nonetheless
feasible, as the simplicity of CRL suggests. It can make
the prospects of navigating the uncertainties of multiinnovation in dynamic eco-systems realistic for both users
and developers.
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•

 e plurality of times. DIG for realism is ambitious but
Th
not idealistic. The four ways forward offered so far are
grounded in the material base, uncertainty and learning
behaviours as they evolve. How these characteristics are
expressed is not monopolised by ‘clock time’. Research is
required into how the plurality of times in path dependent
evolutionary systems works and affects actions, not least
to overthrow short-termism.

•

eadership – Steering through uncertainty.
L
Transformation needs wide, deep and diverse participation. It is less about leaders prone to short-termism and
more about the ethos of leadership enabling anyone to
steer through uncertainty adding value. The combination
of empiricism and entrepreneurship defines the ethos fit
for our times. Healthy transformations and great competitiveness is the reward for such an ethos.

These six calls for action end this report but also signpost the
direction of travel for major research, education and innovation
programmes ahead. No concrete recommendations are made for
exploiting the content of this report. However, the DIG for realism
agenda does offer pragmatic items for further action in order to
promote confidence in achieving healthy transformations. It does
so with due regard to the urgency of the challenges we all face.
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ACRONYMS

1:2:M
1:2:1
ARPAnet
BoI
BRIC’s
CDO
CDS
CPD
CIVETS
CRL
DICK
DIG
ETF
FRC
GE
GMS
GUI
HCI
HFT
I&W
ICT
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One To Many
One To One
Advanced Research Projects Agency Network
Blend of Investments
Brazil, Russia, India, China
Collateralised Debt Obligations
Credit Default Swaps
Continuous Professional Development
Columbia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey
& South Africa
Capability Readiness Level
Data, Information Communication,
Knowledge
Delivery, Innovation and Growth
Exchange Tradable Funds
Financial Reporting Council
General Electric
Graphical Modelling System
Graphic User Interface
Human Computer Interfaces
High Frequency Trading
Indicator and Warning
Information and Communication Technology

ACRONYMS
ICT4D
ISD
IP
IPO
JNIB
JV
M:2:M
M:2:1
M&A’s
MAD
MEECN
MIC
Micro-MNC
Micro-TNC
MNC
MoD
NATO
ONR
PRC
R&D
RoI
RTI
SDSR
SLA
SME’s
STEM nets
TCP
TRL
TNA
WIPO
WW I
WW II

Information Communication Technology for
Development
In-Service Dates
Internet Protocol
Initial Public Offering
Joint Network Information Board
Joint Venture
Many to Many
Many to One
Mergers and Acquisitions
Mutually Assured Destruction
Minimum Essential Emergency
Communication Network
Military Industrial Complex
Micro-Multinational Corporations
Micro-Transnational Corporations
Multinational Corporations
Ministry of Defence
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
Office of Naval Research (US)
People’s Republic of China
Research and Development
Return on Investments
Real Time Instrumentation
Strategic Defence and Security Review
Service Level Agreements
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths
Network
Transmission Control Protocol
Technology Readiness Level
Training Needs Analysis
World Intellectual Property Organisation
World War One
World War Two
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“This is a major contribution to our understanding of the
real nature of change - both its pitfalls and rewards.
Challenging norms in retrospect is all too easy, but pointless.
For leadership determined to drive healthy innovation and
future growth, ‘Transformation: DIG for realism’ is required
reading.”
Professor Sa’ad Medhat, Chief Executive,
The NEF Institute of Innovation & Knowledge Exchange
“We must ensure that academic contributions to innovation
and growth keep pace with developments in the real world.
‘Transformation: DIG for realism’ is a timely and welcome addition
to the ideas needed to promote multi-innovation in an information
rich world.”
Professor Steve Caddick, Vice-Provost Enterprise, UCL
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diverse range of highly specialist capabilities. Through interdisciplinary
interaction and trans-national networking, information and
technology is shared, often combining capabilities to meet emerging
requirements. It is a learning environment that highly values
managerial leadership and entrepreneurship. Ultra embraces many of
the ideas embodied in DIG and I fully commend it to the reader.”
Douglas Caster CBE BSc MIET
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